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AGENDA #21(C)
llarlha LOrr, MN, RN
Execuaw.Dlnlc:lor

Con11Huent of The American
Nurse• Auoclatlon

-~

NSNYA Board of Directors
III.

On Membership and Definition of ANA Member. COAR recon1Dends that:
The ANA Bylaws be changed to allow for:
0

NEWYORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

0

2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 458-5371

0

January 16, 1989

0

TO:

NYSNA Board of Directors

FROM:

Juanita K. Hunter, EdD, Rtl
President
Elizabeth Carter, DrPff, RN
Deputy Director

.

Organizational membership within SNAs;
National nursing specialty organizations to have input to the
Congress of Nursing Practice;
A representative from the Federal Nursing Chiefs to hold a seat
in· the ANA House of Delegates;
And further that:t AHA Bylaws be changed to allow for a new
category of organizational membership at the national level
that would be differentiated from constituent membership in
the ·following ways:
Membership A

Membership B

(Constituent Membership)

(Organizational Membership)

1. SNAs, MSC(s) and USANOC(s}
are ANA constituents.

Other national nursing
organizations that meet
NOLF criteria are organizational members.

COAR

SUl!Wary

of RecOll!'iendations

2.

Constituent members have
delegates at large, proportional delegate representation. and votes in the
ANA House of Delegates.

Organizational members have
one representative (RN) and
one vote per organization
in ANA House of Delegates.

3.

Individual members of
constituent organizations
are eligible to hold office
in ANA.

Organizational representatives are not eligible
to hold office in ANA.

The_ following is a SUJll!Jary of the reconmendations from the ANA Col'llllission on Organi-

zat1ona1 Assessment and Renewal as presented

t:,

the ANA Board of Directors in December.

The ANA Bo~rd of Directors unanil'IOusly accepted and endorsed the recommendations.
They now w1ll be sent to the Bylaws Committee and the House of Delegates.
The rec011111endations follow the eleven issues identified by COAR.
I.

Orqanizational Mission

Core_miss~o~:activities~ qrowth activities and self-sustaininp activities
are 1dent1f1ed. (These activities are identical in the COAR Progress

Repart.)

·

It further rec0t11T1ends that ANA provide some administrative support to the
Academy, ANA-PAC and ANF for the near future with the goal that they become self-sustaining activities.
II.

On ffaintenance of a Viable Constituent in

Every State~ COAR recommends that:

The ANA Bylaws be changed to allow for:
0
0

multi-state constituents, and
a constituent or constituencies for U.S.A. nurses overseas

•

.
.

•

January 16, 1989

4. ANA delegates representing
constituents are eligible
to vote for ANA offices.

Organizational delegates
are not eligible to votefor ANA offices.

5.

Organizational representatives {RNs) qualify for

Individual members of constituent organizations
. qualify for elected and
and appointed office, and
for appointment to task
forces and other ad hoc
groups.

appointment to task forces
and other ad hoc groups.

6. Constituent organizations
pay full dues assessment.

Organizational members pay
an organizational fee.

7. The ANA Board of Directors
grantsconstituent status.

The ANA Board of Directors
grants organizational
membership stattis •

NYSNA Board of Directors

NYSNA Board of Directors

January 16, 1989
'I

IV. On Criteria and Organizational Arrangements for Membership in SNAs,
COAR reconmends that:
The ANA Bylaws be changed to define the individual membership of
SNAs as RNs;
The ANA Bylaws be changed to provide for a mechanism and specified
criteria to pennit organizational memberships within SNAs.
The rights, privileges, and responsibilities of such organizational members will be prescribed by the SNA and limited to
the state level of the association.
The national mission and program wuld focus on professional nursing.

V. On Control of Standards of Nursin Practice:
Councils, COAR reconnends that:

Reference Grou s (ANA

The ANA Bylaws be changed to allow ANA councils that meet the NOLF criteria
to be eligible for a seat and vote in the ANA House of Delegates and
eligible to participate in NOLF.
The Board should reassess guidelines for the establishment and
maintenance of ~ouncils and review the existing councils
accordingly.
VI. On Control of Standards of Nursin Practice: Reference Grou s (National
Specialty Nursing Organizations, COAR reco1T111ends that:
The ANA Bylaws be changed to allow for a new category of organizational
membership at the national level that would be differentiated from constituent membership as in III (Membership B);
The ANA Board of Directors expand and accelerate efforts to establish
contracts for service and joint ventures between ANA and national nursing
specialty organizations.

VII. On Dues/Incentives/Other Revenues, COAR reconmends that:
The dues assessment be set at a level sufficient to fund the core·mission
activities and growth activities;
The ANA Board of Directors proceed to implement corporate structural
changes that will enhance the generation of non-dues revenue;
A special task force be formed to determine incentive programs to enable
SNAs to increase membership;
The SNA/ANA Business Arrangements Task Force assess and advise on a twotier dues fonnula. One assessment would support core activities to fulfill the mission of ANA. The second assessment would facilitate the
purchase of packages of individual member benefits or services.

January 16, 1989

VIII. On Governance, COAR recommends that:
The ANA Bylaws be changed to allow for a Congress of Nursi~g Practice and
a Congress on Nursing Economics to focus on long range pol1cy development
essential to the mission of the association, on the development and
adoption of standards, and on the development and evaluation of programs
in their functional areas of expertise;
The ANA Bylaws be changed to allow for a structural minimum with further
detail encompassed in operating rules;
The ANA ballot for Board of Directors be constructed to guarantee M:gional
representation and staff nurse representation on the ANA Board of D1rectors;
The ANA Board of Directors, Connnittee on Committees and SNAs ensure appointment of staff nurse representatives across the a~sociation;
The ANA Bylaws provide for biennial meetings of the House of Delegates;
The ANA House of Delegates be reduced in size by 101.
IX. On Structure and Financing of ANA's Credentialing Programs, COAR reconnends
that:
The ANA Board of Directors establish a separately incorporated center
through which ANA would serve its own credentialing programs:
1)

ANA will set standards for nursing education, nursing practice,
and service. The credentialing center will be autonomous with
respect to the development/implementation of operational and
administrative credentialing policies and practices.

2) The center should be encouraged to work with other nursing organizations related to credentialing.
3) The credentialing activities of the center should be self-sustaining.
X. On Structure and Financing of Collective Bargaining, COAR reconnends that:
The ANA Bylaws be changed to create a Cong:ess on Nurs~ng_Economics to fo:us
on a) long range policy development essent1al to the m1ss1on of t~e assoc1ation, and b) the development of standards and programs for econom1c and
general welfare; and further,
The ANA Bylaws be changed to create an Institute ~f SNA Coll~ctive Bargaining
Programs and a Co11111ission on E:ono~ic and Profess1onal Secur1ty t~ ~rk through
the Congress on Nursing Econom1cs 1n order to address the profess1on s labor
relations, economic and workplace concerns;
The members of ANA's Congress on Nursing Economics be composed of a combination of elected and appointed officials who collectively represent required
areas of economic expertise and the generic strands of education, research,
service, human rights and ethics;

NYSNA Board of Directors
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The members of the Institute of SNA Collective Bargaining Programs be one
elected official from each of those SNAs with collective bargaining orograms;
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The ANA Board of Directors, with the National Student Nurses Association
(NSNA), provide for the representation of NSNA in the ANA House of Delegates
without a vote;
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The ANA Board of Directors work jointly with NSNA to develop and implement
new mechanisms to cultivate, socialize, and professionalize nursing students
for active roles in the professional association.
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The ANA Board of Directors plan for regular, concurrent and interactive
meetings of the leadership of ANA and NSNA;
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The ANA Board of Directors expand and accelerate implementation of joint
projects, ventures, coalitions and liaisons between ANA and other nursing
organizations;
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XI. On Relationships/Linkages with Other National Organizations, COAR recommends
that:

I

I

Ow

The members of the Col'llllission on Economic and Professional Security be
appc,inted by the ANA Board of Directors to collectively represent knowledge
of workplace issues and strategies not covered by collective bargaining
agreements.
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llarlha LOrr,MH.RN
Eucuttre DINCtor

Constituent of The American
Nurses Association

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 ~•tern Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

Board

or

FllOM:

W. M. Burbank

RE:

FUTO•E KEIIBEBSHIP PACKET EBBITA

1.

i/2.

4

brought up at future coavention because of the emotionality

7

8
9

10

The first excerpt from convention proceedingi that the

12

packet contains ls marked "1978 convention." The excerpt is
from the 1980 con•ention. Please mark your copy correctly.
page of this excerpt, was omitted from
It is attached.
·

Page D-36, the last

The attached resul\s of the 1980 DNA survey should be

subst~tuted for the document in the packet (depicting
resulta tbet were not yet final).

•

I would

Yes.

speak in favor of deferment with the proviso it: coU1d be

11

13

14
15
16

17

.lttacb·aents

IRENE SELL> DISTRICT 13:

3

1/30/87 transmittal memorandum - page 1, paragraph 2,_line 3
- •At the 1985 post-convention meeting ... ": Tbe year
ahoald be 1975, •or. 1985.
·

the packet.

motion?

co
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Directors
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February 2, 1987

TO:

1

-.>,

l> .~

-

and the ill-informed way people are taking the intent of the

report.
PRESlDEtn':

-o:r

C ')

Thank you microphone 1.

Q

Microphone l.

~-

~a there any further discussion or c0ament with respect. to the

t'!

You don't wish to address this?

zta motion to postpone indefinisly?
Seeing no one ae the microphones who wish

t::/l

z to address this motlon,the chair will take the vote. All

"ti

thos~ in favor of postponing the motion of the Task Force

::,

hands.

I indefinitely, please raise your hands.

0

@

Please lower your

All those in opposition, please raise your hands.

Please lawer your hands.

All those abstaining.

18

§a:

19

z

0

20

i elect to assume the chair while the president

21

22

23
24

25

M1cropbons 2.

-

your hands.

Please lower

In the Opinion of the chair~ the motion to post-

pone indefinitely has been sustained and passed.

(Arplause).

The chair will now ask the t-reaident
gives the

membership the report on Baison activities.
MS• FELDKAMP: Good morning.

At this

time, we ,lill have the report on Liason Acti.vities.

dent Beletz will give that report.
PRESIDENT BELETZ:

Presi-

Elaine •••
'thank you, Hiss

~oi

PREP'.ERENCES
OPTIONS SPECIFIED
· IN 1978 TASK E'ORCE REPORT

Option No.
2
l.

7

8
9

X

14

X

16

X

. 1.7

18

6

7

8

X

X

X

15

5

X

X

10
11
· 12
1.3

4

X

2•

3
4
5
6

3

No

Option

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
4

3
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ConaUluent of The American
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
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September 23, 1987
1'0:

All Open Forum Leaders

FROM:

Martha L. Orr, Executive Director

I!

• I

.
Enclosed is the so-called news item printed in the current
issue of the American Journal of Nursing. Since it is probable
that this article will be brought up in the open forums I am
also enclosing a copy of my letter to Mary Mallison, Editor of
the~.
On another matter, I have also enclosed a brief statement
regarding the "negotiations" between the Boards of Directors of
ANA and NYSNA. The NYSNA Board has agreed that it is appropriate
to share this information with the participants at the open
forums. The forum moderator may wish to provide this information
following the initial presentation.

NIWJOD INf 'IIIIIIAJINHCISSIONROMANA
The board of directors of the New York State Nurses
A&sociation fired off a resolution in July that their association "withdraw as a constituent member of the American Nurses' Association effective Nov. 1, 1987." The
proposal, adopted unanimously, will go to the member-.
ship for a vote at NYSNA's annual meeting in October.
The issue is the ANA House of Delegates• June deci-.

sion that state nurses' associations may admit "asso-

ciate" nurses to membership, if and as entry-tevel
change is ·enacted that would establish that title for
"technical" practice in their states (see July A/NJ.
Though all RNs are now eligible to be SNA. member.s.
NYSNA leaders believe that future membership should
be limited to BSN graduates. In a July 20 letter to at1
state members, NYSNA President Ellen Bums stressed
that the decision to admit technical nurses "will alter the
. fundamental nature, mission and purposes" of ANA.
"We believe that the withdrawal of NYSNA would be
detrimental to all of nursing and we hope this move can
be prevented ••• We are committed to initiating and
facilitating discussion toward that end." responded
ANA President Margrett& Styles in a July letter to all
SNAs.
RN ADMISSIONS SLIDING AT AfASTD UR

;

'

I •
I

!.

Enclosures

Combined admissions to all RN schools dropped by
about 11 % in the Aug. 1985-July 1986 academic year,
according to a preliminary estimate from the National
League for Nursing. Suggesting an accelerating slide,
NLN's annual survey points to an overall 12·13% drop in
fall 1986 admissions to all schools.
A League researcher reports that totaJ enrollments
last Oct. 15 were "hovering in the neighborhood of
200,CIOO-down 8% from the year before." Graduations
fell 3% for the period from Aug. 1985 through July 1986•.
The latest figures confirm a downtrend that began in
1983. For 1984-85, NLN calculated enrollment losses at
4% for BSN programs, 8% for AON programs and 19%
for diploma schools.
IWNOISLAWMAKDSPOSTPONIINlltY £CTION
The issue of entry-level change is on hold in Illinois; at
presstime, it was entangled with an attempt by the
state's Dept. of Registration & Education to engineer

l i

:.

..
: j

I

!

I

l

I

some radical regulatory changes that, accofding to the
Illinois Nurses Association, would "strip the power of
the Committee of Nurse Exam!ners." _.
The R&E department is also proposing to increase al
fees by 100%, expand revocation criteria from 11 to 29,
stiffen disciplina,y procedures, and fine a nurse up to
$5,000 if her license is revoked or suspended. One provision would permit the deparbnent. "upon a showing of
a possible violation," to COITlpel any licensee "to submit
to a m~tal or physical examination.,.
UH

Withthem.nepracticaactduatosmsetattheendof

the year, the department sponsored a bi! ttlis spring to
extend the act and authorize the new powers it's seek·
ing. Since the bil would make no change in enby standards, it was eagerly supported by CCfflffllrity cclleges. Meantime, the nurses' association fobbied for its
own bill. which would set up a BSN/ADN structln by
1995 and allow LPNs to be grandfatheted into the technical level if they complete 8Pl)fOV8d pharmacology

coursework. .
.
Though theR&Ddepartmenfsbildearedthesenate,
neHher bil was caled up fer a vote in the hcuse. Negotiations failed to produce a ~ before the legislature ac:fp.med. The speaker of the house directed
representatives on both sides of the question to meet
over the summer and reach agreement on a bil to keep
the practice actaive.
\

NJ,NYIULINGSMQADINRl8HTTODII

A new ethical debate is rising in the wake of a precedent-setting decision by New Jersey's Supeme Com
in three righf-to-diecases. fn the strongest stand todate
on the issue, the court decreed that patients or their representatives can refuse lifesaving treatment. even if a
hospital or nursing home objects on moral grounds.
The decision came just weeks after the New '(erk
State Supreme Court ruled fhaf thefamiyofacomatoee
man could remove a feeding tube. Setting the stage for
both cases. theJCAHannounc::ed in.June that hospitals
must have a written policy on the ''Withhokingof resua-citative services, .. and It.at a hospital's W>sand nurses
must help develop the guidelines.
TheNewJersey ru&ng broke new ground bystressilig
that MOs and institutions wiD be shielded from Slits if
they act "in good faith." Toa justices emphasized, however, that their ruling did not cover cases where a
patient is infonned on admission that an institution's
policy forbids withholding feeding tubes orresprators.
TIXANSY011TOGIIANDFAIHEILYNII
Jn an "historic step for nursing in Texas.··ci8 some delegates saw it. the Texas Nurses Assadation caled far
"grandfathering LVNs into lactiical nursing p,actice...
with the title Associate Nlne. •• and fcrwaiwlg the~
cational requirement ''when legislation is enacted an tit·
ling and licensure for two ievels.'' The resolution added
that LVNs should have the opporhrity tochalenge the
AN exam for 3 years after legisfatian is passed
The delegates began by defeating a resalution poposing that LVNs should be required to pass the AN
exam to be licelased a9 assacfate ruses. The vote fd.
lowed an appeal from Texas LVN Executive Din!ctar
Carolyn Parker. wboaskedTNAmembers toalowLVNs
"the dignity of choosing whether and how to validale

their competence."
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Mary Mallison, RN
September 23, 1987
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September 23, 1987
Mary Mallison, RN
Editor
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING
555 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

Dear Ms. Mallison:
The September issue of the American Jburnal of Nursing was
received by NYSNA today, and I am writing to express my outrage
at the item on page 1226, "New York RNs Threaten secession from
ANA." I find it appalling that a professional publication has
printed such incorrect, misleading, and irresponsible coverage.of
this issue·.
My first objection is to the title.
"New York RNs" have not
threatened secession. The Board of Directors of the New York
State Nurses Association has recormnended to the members of this
Association that the Association withdraw as a constituent member
of the American Nurses Association. This title· implies that ·
nurses in New York, in general, have made a threat. There is no
threat. If the Board had intended to "threaten," the proposed
action would have been quite different; i.e., it would have
demanded an action of the ANA in order to avoid the proposed
action of NYSNA. The Board's proposal is a recommendation taken
in full consideration of and respect for the conclusive decision
of the 1987 House of Delegates of the American Nurses Association.

Board's proposal. The Board has stated quite clearly that the
recormnendation is derived from a belief that the current requirement for membership, licensure as a registered professional nurse
should be maintained in the future. It is licensure that defines
membership eligibility, NOT the level of educational achievement.
Subsequent to enactment of entry into practice legislation,
all those nurses who have been licensed us professional nurses,
regardless of their educational background, will continue to be
licensed as professional nurses and will continue to be eligible
for membership in this Association.
The reconnendation of the
Board is that when, and only when, the legislature of this State
enacts the legislation and there are two newly defined and
licensed careers in nursing, only those persons who earn licenses
as professional nurses be admitted to membership. I stress again
that this position of the Board is one of maintaining the current
requirements for membership.
Frankly, since Ms. Brider called me for information about
the Board's proposal, I am at a complete loss to understand how
she could have made such a fundamental error or why she failed to
confirm the accuracy of her report with me. At the very least,
publication of this item demonstrates a complete lack of
appreciati~n for the sensitive and volatile nature of this issue.
At worst, it suggests that the American Journal of Nursing has a
bias which it wished to communicate in news format rather than as
an editorial. There is no question in my mind that members of
this Association will be influenced in their consideration of the
Board's proposal by the misleading content of the report.
I respectfully request that a correction of
printed in the news section of the October issue
will be pleased to provide accurate information,
or any other response which will facilitate such

Sincerely yours.
Martha L. Orr
Executive Director

Another substantial error is found in the second paragraph.
The bylaw amendment adopted by the House of Delegates
specifically defines "Associate Nurse" as inclusive of all titles
being proposed for the technical nurse of the future.
The most serious, and in my view, deliberately misleading
and provocative error is found in the third paragraph. The
second sentence states that the NYSNA leaders have proposed a new
educational requirement for membership. This is absolutely
incorrect, and invites the members and all other nurses in this
_state to draw the concl~sion that the BSN degree is being
reconmended as a requirement of future membership. Msv Brider
obvious1y fai1ed to understand the basic nature of the N Y S N .

this report be
of the AJN. I
a direct quote,
a correction.

CERTIFIED.MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

.
ADDITIONAL INFoRMATION FOR OPEN FORUM PRESENTATIONS
NYSNA has received word that the Board of Directors of the
Pennsylvania Nurses Association has recommended to PNA members·
that the PNA withdraw from the American Nurses' Association,
effective January 1, 1988. This proposal will be voted upon by
PNAmembers at their convention in October.

The Board of Directors of NYSNA has been in frequent communication with the Board of ANA on this issue. The Executive
Committees of both Boards met at the Center for Nursing, and
. there have been frequent telephone conferences. The thrust of
these communications has been to explore possible alternatives
that would represent an acceptable approach to the resolution of
this issue. The NYSNA Board has asked that consideration be
given to postponing implementation of the bylaw amendments and to
recommitting the entire membership issue to study. The ANA Board
is exploring this possibility with the Constituent Forum and the
states ·which have .been the-.major supporters of the occupational
model. Further information on these possibilities will be
available at the open from during the convention, preceeding the
voting body's action on the proposed resolution. Representatives
of the ANA Board of Directors have been invited to speak at the
open forum at convention and to participate in the Voting Body
debate on this issue.

In response to members' requests, the agenda of the Voting

planned to bring this matter to a vote in the
session scheduled for Saturday, October 24.

Body has .been

Several inquiries have been received concerning the possibility of ·using a mail ballot for voting on this issue. The bylaws
of the Association_specifically state that the Voting Body,
assembled at Convention, is the only vehicle through which voting
occurs, with the single exception of the election of Association
officers. A mail ballot on this (or any other) issue would not
be possible. The history of NYSNA is that there has never been a
mailed referendum on any issue--and there have been equally
serious and important issues brought before the voting body.
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ConaUtuent of The American

...... L Orr, IIN, RN
EucullftDnclor

NtnH AnocJallon

2113 Western Avenue, Gulldertand. N.Y. 12084, (518) 456""5371

a,,.,
/O••••;,. MJIJ, f!IJ.
fl4udu~J tvjSNA

July 20, 1987

"'i'-" _.,..

De'!t:t ..USNA Heaa~;

At the American Nurses' Association's House of Delegates
meeting on June 6-9, 1987, action was taken to amend the bylaws
of the Association to require all constituent State Nurses
Associations to admit Associate Nurses (of the future) to
membership. This amendment went into effect immediately,
!~eluding a proviso that defines the term "associate nurse" as
inclusive of all titles being proposed for the second level
pr!ctit1ooer of the f ~ e . All 63 NYSNA Delegates to tfie House
of Delegates and the Board of Directors of NYSNA vigorously
opposed this amendment of the Bylaws. 7iuJ ~ill 1,1,,i,te.. a/I ?rC#rSU-""
J-" ,clca. ! :,: fo.:I. -,. wrad.-,,.lc,,.,
AJysN,t, 1/te,,i• ¥1'""'- 'HJ-.
After the close of the House of Delegates, numerous NYSNA
members expressed their deep distress at the action taken by the
House of Delegates. In the judgement of the NYSNA Board of
Directors, this decision of the House of Delegates to-change the
composition of the American Nurses' Association will alter the
fundamental nature, mission and purposes of the American Nurses'
Association.
By adoption of the so-called "occupational" model of
membership, the House of Delegates has decided to diversify
membership, and to embrace a philosophy that is antithetical to
the fundamental purpose for which the American Nurses' Association
exists: to serve the public through the advancement of the
profession ofIiursrng. By subscribing to a concept that - a single
org~zation of both professional and technical nurses can meet
the needs of all nurses, the American Nurses' Association must
necessarily revise its functions and divert its resources to
purposes other than the organization's original mission.. .
/
'7o Ad&1AM:'-

/1'41Ui"1., NC.CRH~

,1,t111&1" /11i5,,r

~....c:c.

Not de,e11d~ •

Among the consequences of this oecision will be that
organizations and individuals who believe in the purposes.of the
professional nurses organization and who believe that the
American Nurses' Association can no longer serve those purposes
(continued over)

may consider forming another assggi0,tion to speak for registered
professional nurses. Also, NYSNA, ANA and other SNAs will be
placed in direct competition with other organizations whose
~. • •
metqber~hip consists 9f, li..:ensed practical: I\urses. -n,N ~q /J... ~k•.cre.1&
-n,.,:. CM•II
Off o/,....d., o/4. "'".. ?ro/••..,;,,,._.
The
SNA Board of Directors believes that there is no issue
more critical to the future.of this association. The NYSNA Boara
believes that swift and determined action must be taken to
demonstrate our commitment to remain the organization for
._.,.
professional nurses in New York.
a,r.c. Cl&#&/t11-,,Jy
u.
i,.,;., 'crif/cJ.' J/ySIJA t.ill /ca..( ""'°"'I H f ' ~ .
Therefore, the Board of Directors will submit the enclosed
"Resolution re organizational Mission" to the Voting Body of
NYSNA at its annual meeting October 22-25, 1987. The resolution
pro..eoses the withdrawal of NYSNA as a coDst1tuent member of tb8
American Nurses• Association, effective November l, 1987. Bylaws
amendments to implement this resolution will be proposed and will
be publi~hed in t:he next issue of Report. 71,i> H•-'-~ H « n t ~ c;,;f/._
J11SNII
II 'lcR11111IIO/e. eN t,J.Jf.
The Board of Directors recoguizes that this is an
extraordinary and historic P£9P9§sl, and that members of the
Association wil1 require further information and explanation.
Plans are being maae to hold open forums prior to the annual
meeting so that you may have. the opportunity for a full
discussion of this matter. Announcement of these hearings will
.
be made as soon as arran9~ments can be completed. .
•
E!MpJ,c/.,~ll'I Stu.I .. sr 'Ht.a:t f~ P,t,,,f 'H.,.i..
ra./;:!'"fsin~erely ydurs, ""' /Ja/°"6- Ha.
Acf.s 0 ., .ir.
'"':jo.lo

r·A., """'"·

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

..J.

4••·•.._

c,

'".'

r. ,,su,t '11,e,._ Qo11.r-Jitu~1i 'fl,.,·.,1r,"J·

Ellen M. Burns, MSN, RN
President
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· Telephones: (212) 923-4700
(212) 923-4792
·(212) 305-3480

PARKINSON'S DISEASE FOUNDATION

4198'(.

Toll Free 1-800-457-6676

WIWAM _BLACK MEDICAL RESEARCH BUILDING,.· COLUMBIA-PRESBYTERIAN MEDICAL CENTER, 658 vt· 168· ST:,· NEW YORK, N.Y. 10DS2
GleasFalls..New Yark 12801 • (511)793-4181
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July 31. 1987
· Ellen Burns• MSN
!'resident NYSNA

July 31. 1987

BN

,,.

2113 Western Ave.

Guilderland. NY
12084
Dear Ms.

Ms. Ellen. Burns MSN, RN

President, N.Y. State Nurses Association
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland, N.Y. 12804

Burns•

Thank you for the letter of July 20,
1987. I share your emotions on the issue of
allowing Associate degree nurses into ANA.
As·a nurse I·have worked very hard on my education
to become a professional.- My first degree in
nursing was an associate degree. At this level I
, knew I didn I t have enough education to be
considered a professional. I continued my
education. remaining a poor student, working very
hard and going to school at the same time to obtain
a professional nursing degree. I had no intention
then or now to share that professional status with
associate degree nurses. Entry level into practice
as a professional must be at least BS degree, as in
other professions, ie: engineering. teaching,
. physical therapy and social work. The professional
nurse must be BS prepared.

Which person or group at the ANA is
responsible for allowing occupational nurses into a
professional organization? This activity should
never even have been considered, much less
approved. Especially now when we have worked so
hard to go forward as a profession, why are they
stepping backward? The time is now with the
shortage of professional nurses for us to demand
the recognition and salaries we deserve. The
public is best served by those professionals ready
to meet the increasingly complex care which is
required in our practice. The two year degree must
never be COil8idered equal-· to a four year degree or
we have debased the entire profession.

,-r.-,

Sincerely,
.·· . .
-

~.-/

~---:---

_,,,.,.

.

,f

... -

.

I have recently read your letter concez:ning the AHA
house of delegates vote to al10'iiJ "Associate" nurses to
join ANA. I: find the decision of NYSNA not to allow
nurses short-sighted and ludicrous.
Accordi-ng to Nursing Trends in October 1985.
Associate degree nurses made up 47.7% of the students enrolled in programs of nursing in New York state. In
addition. the same report states that Associate 4iegree
graduates numbered 52.9% of all nursing graduates in this
state.
When NYSNA chooses to ignore this strong majority of
professional nurses I feel it is strongly in error.
Currently nursing enrollments are on the decline. in
all types of programs in ~;e.,, York State. It. only makes
good sense to use this ti....o;e l)f crisis to close rauks. and
work towards a unified program to benefit all of nursing.
Instead NYSNA chooses this time of crisis. to divide
and splinter its membership in order to persist in some
elusive, unattainable, unrealistic goal. I strongly
object to NYSNA's position. I strongly object to NYSNA
withdrawing ·as a constituent member of the ANA. Further.nore.
I hope that you as president, can influence the delegates
to see the folly, and disaster this position will bring tc
nursing in New York State.
Sincerely yours.
Annette Minnick 1001S.
Chairperson Dept. Nursing
AM/~

......
~----

Dear Ms. Burns:

'

...

Sheree Loftus,

MSN • CRRN, RNC
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4606 Canary DriTe
Ple&:santon, California. 94566
June 14, 1987

12739

September 3, 1987
Martha Orr , M. H. , R. ?1 •.

Executive Director ·
New·York State Nurses Asso.:iation
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland, New York
12084
Dear Ms. Orr,
I am a member of the !l. Y. s .M.A. I am also a matriculated
· an Ms
• t in
s t ua.en.
. .N. pr_ogram at Pace u.niversity with an
anticipated May 1988 date of graduation.

I recently received the notice of scheduled open forums
throughout the state to address the issue of N.Y.S.N.A.
continuing to b;;; a constituent of A.N.A. Although I am not
able· to attend a_'ly of the local meetings, I want to
communicate my position to you.
:I completely support tha N.Y.S.N.A. decision to withdr~w.
from the A.?LA. as a response to the recent A. N. A. dec1.s1.on
to include L.P.M.S. as members. If t!le N.Y.S.N.A. did not

decide to withdraw or succeed in changing the A.N.A;
'decision, I would not renew my members!lip in the N.Y.S.H.A.

:r support the N.Y.S.N.A. efforts to address -chis serious
challenge to our professional organization.
Sincerely,

Burt

Thelander, ILN.

Jear Members of the Nev York State Nurses Association.
Just a short note to thank Ellen Burns, Martha Orr~ Paul
Hageman and Karen Ballard and ALL of the Delegates to the 1987
~NA House for their support and encouragement during those dark
days in Kansas City. I cannot tell you (and I have never been
tmpotent woith a typewriter!) how much it meant to m.e to know
~hat NY was solidly behind the idea of keeping ANA. as a professional
:nganization. It was so wonderful to~turn around from m.y seat i.n
.
:he House and see 60+ hands consistently raised in faTor of pre·. flOSals that would keep ANA. from losing sight of its historic_ purpose
If i t had not been for your Delegates' firm
,ind mission.
support, I'm sure I would have lost heart·early on in tha;_~limace~
Thank you too, to Paul who showed up--twice-- just when I
ne~ded him most: the evening that ANA opened membership to nonprofessional nurses. My grief for the professional organization
that I felt had been lost was nearly overwhelming. Although I am
not a particularly religious person, Paul's magical apJearance in
that K.C~ park was, I'm convinced, an act of divine intercessiont
Quite frankly, I am unsure whether or not I will seek reelect.iQJt
as a Delegate to an·y future Houses. I'm wrestling with myself abou.1:.,
whether cir not I want to spend my time, money and energy trying to
fight so hard, year after year, for an orgJnization that no longe~
truly represents me. There is a part of me·that wants to give up

-

and channel my energies elsewhere; another part of me wants to stay
and fight until I draw my last breath, because ANA was/is worth
fighting for. T~ you could give me some sense of where NY will stand
in the 1988 Hou&~ (fight or flight?), I would be very grateful.
In any event, thank you again for your support and friendship.

-.-...,. i ....

r_:.:;~~j :;;.•:•-~

Martha L Orr. MN, RN
Executhnt Director

.
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Constituent of The American
Nurses Association

.-=
_.---;..?...

October, 1976

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

The committee of the Board presented its report to the tul1
Board with the recommendation that no recommendations tor action
be presented to the voting, body at thi:s time, but that ~ e
committee continue work on the issue. (Minutes• October 11 •
1976) Commitee report attached.

2113 Western Avenue, Gullderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

January 30, 1987
TO~

Board of Directors

FROM:

Martha L. Orr, Executive Director

RE:

Future Membership in the New York State Nurses
Association

In preparation for the February 9, 1987 special meeting of the

board of Directors, the following summary of pertinent materi~l
·

is p-resented for your review and co·nsideration.

Octob~r 10, )975

The 197( voting body of NYSNA adopted a resolution on Entry
Into Pro.fessional Practice through. revision oftl.Artiole 139,
Hursing, Title VIII, Education Law. At the 19v5 post-convention
meeting of the Board of Directors, discussion and .reaffirmation
ot this resolution included the statement: ~specifically, it will
need to be determined if future Association membership should be
limited to those prepared at the professional level. The Board
agreed with the President's suggestion of establishing a
3Ubcommittee of the Board or Directors for the purpose of
outlining the issues and evaluating implications relative to
limiting Association membership to those prepared at the
professional level.• (Minutes, Board of Directors, October 10,

1975)

October, 1975-July, 1976
The committee of the Board met several times, chaired by
Karen Ballard. A preliminary report of the committee was
discussed wltb the Advisory Council in order to obtain input.
September, 1976

The committee of the Board reported to the full Board that,
given the numerous concerns raised by the Advisory Council, the
committee wished to withdraw its interim report for further work
and subsequent presentation at the pre-convention meeting of the
Board. (Minutes, Board of Directors, September 17, 1976)

Board of Directors
January 30, 1987
Page Two

October, 1977
Consideration of the subject of future membership arose in
the Voting Body in the context or a discussion of career
mobility. A motion was made "that the B~ard or Directors of
NYSNA take all necessary steps to insure opportunities for those
who have the title nurse or associate nurse to obtain membership
in the American Nurses' Association on the district, state and
national level." The motion was defeated in a vote of the Voting
Body:
Ayes (103), Nays (208), Abstentions (44). A second
motion was made "that the Board of Directors take the necessary
steps to implement membership for the associate and professional
nurse at the district and state level. The motion was withdrawn
following discussion of the charge to the Board commitee~
March, 1978
The Task Force on Organizational Implications or the 1985
Proposal submitted an interim report to the Board of Directors at
its March meeting. Discussion of the implications of organizational grandfathering of individuals licensed as RNs prior to
1985, multiple membership levels based on academic credentials,
membership comprised of both nurses and associate nurses, organizational grandfathering of individuals licensed as LPNs prior to
1985, and the relationship of the Association's functions, purposes, and membership eligibility requirements was reported.
May, 1978
The report of the Task Force to the Board of Directors on
Hay 18, 1978 included a restatement of the charge o:r the Task
Force: "to make recommendations concerning eligibility requirements for membership in the New York State Nurses Association
subsequent to enactment of the Association~ 1985 proposal• and a
reoo~mendation: nthat subsequent to enactment of the Associations 1985 Proposal the eligibility requirement for membership
in the New York State Nurses Association be licensure or authorization to practice as a 'nurse.' 8 (Report attached)

The Board o:r Directors voted
ot absent •eabers) on a

re:terendua vote

to

(including a

that. •subsequent

ot' the Asaociation's 1985 Proposal, tbe eligibility

•

or Directors
Januar1 30, 1987
Page Three

Board

J

for aembersbip in the Rev York State Ruraes Association be lieensure or authorization to practice as a •nurse.••

19fe

l'he Board also voted to hold open forums at the
convention
to provide an opportunity for full discussion of the Task Force
report and Board actio~ "before it comes to the floor for consideration." (Minutes, Board of Directors, May 18, 1978)

In addition, legai counsel~ opinion concerning membership
rights was obtained and discussed. (Opinion attached)
October, 1978
Open forums were held at convention. The report of the Task
Force was presented to the Voting Body. After extensive
discussion of the recommendation of the Task Force, a motion was
made to postpone indefinitely any action on the·Report. The
motion carried and the report was referred back to the Task Force
tor .further consideration. A progress report was requested for
the 1979 voting body.
(Remarks on introduction.of the Task Force
report and the report are attached.}

,,

Board of Directors
January 30, 1987
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The Task Force reported to the Board of Directors that it
had concluded its work. The Board of Directors endorsed the
report f'or presentation to the Yot.ing body. (Final report of the
Task Force is attached.) Minutes, Board of Directors, April 14,
1980
October, 1980

An open forum for discussion of the.Task Force report was
held. Upon presentation of the report to the voting body, and
after considerable discussion, motion was made •to reaffirm under
the original [Task Force} Report that subsequent to enactment or
the Association's 1985 proposal, the eligibility requirement for
membership in the NYSHA be licensure or a~tborization to practice
as a nurse.n
A motion was then made to postpone consideration of the
issue indefinitely. The motion passed.

February. 1979 - October, 1979
The Task Force determined that membership input into the
final report of the Task Force would be helpful. A survey of all
constituent district nurses associations was conducted.
Districts were asked to complete the survey using their choice of
a means for determining membership preferences. (Survey
instrument attached}
l'he annual report of the Task Force presented to- the 1979
Voting Body contained no recommendations for action. (Annual
report attached)
February, 1980
The Task Force reviewed all DNA survey responses.
The
results of the ~urvey and additionai com~ents of the DNA's are
attach~d. {Note that explanation of the eight membership options
is :found in annual report.)

April, 1980

COICLUSIOIIS:
There appears to be no further organizational consideratio.n.

of this issue.

There is a position of record for the Board of Directors: to
set the eligibility requirements for membership in HYSHA as
licensure or authorization to practice as a nnurse.• This motion
must be interpreted in the context of the report from which it
was derived; i.e., it is the professional nurse that is meant.
Since the Voting Body actually rejected a proposal to
authorize extension of membership to Associate Nurses (October
1977), it can be concluded that there is a position or record i.e., NOT to change current membership eligibility requirements.
Although there were several open forums f'or discussion or
the issue and a formal District Nurses Association survey. nn
i1ear statement of constituent DNA preferences exists. ·

Tbe Task Force reaffirmed its original vote and recommended
'that the report be referred to the Voting Body for action.
(MLO:A/FUTURE.MEH)

•
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

A.

Post Convention Meeting
of.

B•. In line with the Board Action from the 10/6/75 meeting
relative to Implementation of Resolution on Entry Into
Professional Practice through Revision of Article 139,
Nursing, Title VIII, Education Law, (1) the Association
will continue its aggressive effort to inform the-total
nursing community of the intent and content of the proposal; and (2) statewide legislative forums will be one
of the mechanisms used in implementing the foregoing.

Board of Directors
Hotel Syracuse
Syracuse, New York
October 10, 1975
Presiding:

Louise Pan, President

Call to Order:

C.

1:00 P.M.

A'l'TENDANCE:
Officers and Directors:
Louise Pan, President

Carolyn L. Miller, Treasurer
Sister Joan Therese Anderson, Director
Sister Patricia Ann Bailey, Director
Karen Ballard, Director
Iris M. Brice, Director
Kathleen A. Conboy, Director
Donald G. Desorbo, Director
Marian M. Pettengill, Director

ACTION

Absent:

',.

'The Board agreed with the President's suggestion of
establishing a subcommittee of the Board of Directors
for the purpose of outlining the issues and evaluating
implications relative to limiting Association membership
to those prepared at the professional level. Karen Ballard
accepted the chairmanship of the Subcommittee to Study
\ the Implications of the Legislative Proposal for Organi\zational Structure. Sister Joan Therese Anderson,
\Marian Pettengill and Edward Wray agreed to serve.

Staff:
Veronica M. Driscoll, Executive Director
Catherine Leach, Deputy Director, Administration
Cathryne A. Welch, Deputy Director, Program
APPOINTMENT OF SECRETARY PRO TEM

II.

IMPLICATIONS OF BUSINESS TRANSACTED AT CONVENTION
.

~ss Driscoll reported that all Convention business would

be reviewed and those items which were clear in intent and sub-

st~ce woul~ be ~plemented promptly. Items requiring clarification or direction would be brought to the Board of Directors
at its next meeting.

ij

i

I

Kathleen Conboymoved that the Board of Directors
reaffirm its support of the Resolution on Entry
Into Professional Practice through Revision of
Article 139, Nursing, Title VIII, Education Law.
Seconded. Carried unanimously.

It was recognized that since the Resolution on Entry
Into Professional Practice provides for two distinct
careers in nursing, the matter of eligibility for Associ-·
ation membership will need to be examined. Specifically,
it will need to be determined if future Association membership should be limited to those prepared at the
professional level.

Virginia L. Barker, President-Elect
Diane Bennett, Secretary
Patricia Casaw, Director

In the absence of the new Secretary, Diane Bennett the
President requested Karen Ballard to act as Secretary Pr~ Tem.

All appropriate NYSNA organizational units will be
involved in the Association's continuing interpretation
of the Resolution. In addition, efforts will continue
in involving "minority opinion" groups.
Following an inquiry as to whether the new Board had
any difficulty in accepting the Resolution-on Entry
Into Professional Practice,

Edward Wray, Vice President

I.

·A.sununary of Convention Action will be published in the
next issue of REPORT.

III.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS

Suggestions .for new appointments were considered.
Following discussion,
ACTION:

Kathleen Conboy moved approval of the following
appointments. Seconded. Carried unanimously.

'

Carolyn Miller, Chairman .
Iris Brice
·
·
DonaldDeSorbo
Beatrice Latremore
.Nicholas Tonelli

of promoting productive
dialogue and mutual support between nursing practi-tioners and,directors of-nursingpractice·and service~.

'

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next me.eting is scheduled for December,

.Joint Practice commission of the Medical
Society of the State of·New York and
The.New York State Nurses Association:
· . Louise Pan, President, NYSNA
Janet Mance, Chairman, council on Legislation·
Laura Simms, Chairman, Special Committee to
Study the Nurse Practice Act
Veronica Driscoll, Executive Director
Cathryne A. Welch, Deputy Director, J?rogram
OF FUTURE BOARD MEETINGS
After discussion, there was agreement that 1975 1976 meeting schedtile for the Commfttee·on Finance and
the Board of Directors be as follows:
Committee on Finance

Board of Directors

Thursday~
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,

Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,

ACTION

December 18, 1975
March 25, 1976
May 20, 1976
September 16, 1976
October 11., 1.976 AM

December 19, 1975
March 26, 1976
May 21, 1976
September 17, 1976
October 11, 1976 PM (PRE)
October 15, 1976 PM (POST}.

Donald Desorbo moved acceptance of the foregoing

- being declared as the -official meeting dates for

·the Board of Directors and the Committee on Finance.
Seconded. Carried unanimously.

ORIENTATION

OF NEW··BOARD MEMBERS

Mrs. Pan reported'that orientation of new officers/
directors would be held on December 18, 1975 in the after-.·
noon.
OTHER ITEMS

A meeting of the Executive Committee is scheduled 'for
December 5, 1975. Among .the agenda items._ to be covered
is-further examination·of the proposedrevisions to ANA's

Bylaws.·

XarenBallard-requested'thatthe agenda for the December
· 1.9~<1975 meeting .of the Boar,fj:of Directors include further,'

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting. adjourned at 2:00 P.M.
Recordad by:

gea in SANO .and requested that their ~ i l chapter
pre idents attend the next SANO meetin
In responding,
. Mias riseoll noted that the Council' pro~osed structural
cbang a would be shared with the
NA Board and discussed
at the
Cllling SANO meeting.
ORGANIZATION OF THE COUNCIL

Pan referr
ing the quection
of Nursing as a a
ing on the rec
place in June 1

itten report as circulated concern·co
uation of the council of State Boards
~ural ·unit of ANA. It was noted that vottions embodied in the report will take

1• "1

.

VIII.

19.

SUBCOMMITTEE TO STUDY ORGANIZATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE
1985 PROPOSAL

Following distribution of the interim report of the Board
Subcommittee, Karen Ballard, spokeswoman, summarized the
September 10, 1976 presentation to the Advisory Council.
Ms. Ballard reported the concerns of the Subcommittee about
the level of hostility demonstrated by the Advisory council
relative to the Subcommittee's report and recommendations to
the Board.

er Karen Ballard summariz
the committee's written report
cussion of the major p nts embodied in the report included
exploration of tho
recommeddations de ing with provision of legal assistance
to directors of nur ng and the surveY. of the organizational placement and
decision-making autho ity of directo
of nur~ing.

Due to the LPN organization's action on the 1985 Prothe material in the interim report is no longer

valid1

(b)

The Subcommittee's suggestion that the body be continued
and that its report be presented at Convention.

in conclusion, Ms. Ballard requested that the circulated interim
report be withdrawn and that an updated report be prepared for
the Pre-Convention meeting. The Board concurred.
-14-
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ACTION Kathleen Con

report includ
1.

2.

3.

e NYSNA Board of Directors approve the
dations that the Association:

Reaffirm t e v

al necessity for full participation
Nursing Practice and Services in the
professiona association.
Provid
stance to any Director of Nursing
forced
by an employer to resign from membership
tion.

by Director

Stren then the f

ctioning of the Specialty Group for
es, .. Assistants, Nursing Practice and
pport of more frequent meetings.
P. ograms and activi es.

Dir tors, Associ
Se ices, through

evelop a model emplo ent contract for Directors of
Nursing and provide di ect assistance in securing such
contracts.
Challenge, publicly deno ce, and report to-the proper
authorities delegation of esponsibility for direction of

Considerable discussion followed the Board's review of the
interilti report. Among the points brought out were:

(a)

/

Special Con:,,rr; tee to Consi.dez- COMerns of DiNc rs of NUPsi:ng Practice and
SeMJiees N: YSNA's Economi(, and General. We are Program
·
Committee me

Action relative
ss Driscoll reviewed the Ma
to the formation of New York S te Nurses for Political Action
and presented an update on thei relationships with N-CAP and
NYSNA. It was noted that State- C will be holding an organizational meeting at Convention.

.

this convention and that this information be conveyed/in a written
response to the District 13 Board of Directors afte convencion.
Seconded. carded. Vote: . 11 yes; 1 abstention.
•
Disc ssion in support of the motion included the poin that presentation
• of the r solution would stimulate dialogue on an impor nt issue. Directors
speaking gainst the1110tion raised questions about th basis of the resolu• tion, exp saed concem over its lack of clarity an noted that it might
detract fro rather than pro1110te productive discus on on significant issues.

as circulated.

circulated.

.

nursing services to non-nu

es.

Conduct a survey of Director of Nursing in the state
regarding the organizational lacement and decision-making
authority of their positions a
report the findings and
implications at the 1977 NYSNA nvention.
Seconded. Carried unanimously.

6.

Board of DiFeatops Subconrni.ttee to Study the OPganizational Implications of
the 2985 Proposal
Subcommittee chairperson Karen Ballard referred to the wricten report as.
circulated and reviewed background information concerning the subcolnlllittee's
interim report introduced at the 9/17/76 Board meeting and then withdrawn.
F~llowing individual review of the current report, Ms. Ballard emphasized
the subcommittee's convictions that:
- 5 -

.

•
1)

.
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it is essential to establish the baccalaureate degree in

REPORT TO BOARD OF DIRECTORS

·· nursing as the requirement for entry into the profession;

2) · lffSRA membership requirements should be consistent with

October 11, 1976

educational requirements for.professional nursing practice;
3) RYSHA aeaberabip should be open to those licensed as professional lllll'8ea prior to revision of educational requirements.

BOARD SUBCOMMITTEE TO STUDY

ORGANIZATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE
1985 PROPOSAL

Bouever. since the subcoaaittee bas not had the opportunity to study fully any

1Jlplicat1ons of the revision of the 198S Proposal and the restructuring of
LPll of Bev York, Iac., it has decided to withhold presentation of recommendatiOlla for action at this time.
·

ACrIOll

Donald De.Sorbo moved acceptance of the subcommittee report and that
the aubconw1ttee be empowered to continue its work and to report back
to the Board of Directors.
Seconded.

Carried unanimously.

Status of Study to &:!llffine Repozoted Unemployment Among
Edward Wray, Board representative to the Special T k Force to Study the
rted Unemployaent Among Nursing Practitioners? eferred to the written
rt as circulated. Following individual revi
of the report, Mr. Wray
SU!allLr•ized the major points covered, noted tha the last sentence of paragraph oar. page oue,, should read "maybe" ra er than 11 is 11 and presented the
r·ec:ACJBael!ldations for the Board's considerat n. Following discussio.n of the
feaaibil
of the proposed surveys and
e potential use of data being
gathered b other groups,,

INTRODUCTION
·In October 1974 the voting body of the New York State Nurses Association
passed a 11 Resolution on Entry Into Professional Practice. 11 Essentially, the
resolution called for the Association to develop a plan for establishing by
1985 the baccalaureate degree in nursing as a requirement for licensure as a

registered professional nurse.

In January and May of 1975 the Association

held two workshops to explore the implications of the resolution for the Nurse
Practice Act7 for Nursing Practice and Services

and

for Nursing Education.

It was soon recognized that because the "Resolution on Entry Into
· Professionai Practice" provided for two distinct careers in nursing the
question of future eligibility for membership in the professional organiza-

1)

the Association conduct semi-annual
ors of nursing in every health care
York State to determine the number of
filled positions for registered nursing
s of and qualifications for these posited future needs.

fac
au

se surveys be made available to.the Board
of irectors ad those Association councils, collDllittees
District Nu es Associations with responsibilities
relative to this
tter for review and appropriate action.
Beginning in 1977, he Associati.on conduct annual surveys
of the deans and/or !rectors of professional nursing education programs in New rk State to determine the employment
status of graduates of hese programs.
4) Reports of these surveys lso be made available to the
Board of Directors and tho e Association councils,
coaittees and District Nur s Associations with responsibilities relative to this ma er for review and appropriate
action.
2)

ts oft

tion would also need to be examined. Therefore, in October 1975 the NYSNA
Board of Directors established a special subconmittee of the Board to study
the organizational implications of the 1985 Proposal. The subcoomittee held
four meetings: February 26, 1976; April 19~ 1976; May 21 1 1976; and July JO,
1976.

In addition, the subconmittee met with the NYSNA Advisory Council on

September 10, 1976 to discuss its purpose and findings to date with key District representatives. On the basis of these meetings and infonnation available to the subcomnittee as of that date, the following draft report was prepared for presentation to the Board of Directors at its September 17, 1976
meeting.
INVESTIGATION
In its deliberations, the subc011!11ittee explored these areas:
1) Need to clarify the nature of a pro~essional nursing organization.

9

- 2 -

- 3 -

Associate Degree - 43; Baccalaureate Degree - 31 {this figure includes

2) Need to emphasize the natural evolution and development of nursing
profession and the relationships of the~e to the professional
organization.

only generic programs); totalling 103. Assuming that all diploma programs

Need to reassure present RN member.s and prospective members licensed

supportive vs. professional nursing career. and on the basis of preliminary

by 1984 of the protection of the grandfather mechanisms called for in

estimates of the Council on Education's Subconmittee on Availability

the 1985 Proposal.

Distribution of Baccalaureate Programs, it is projected that the number

as a

3)

cease admissions as of 1980, A.O. programs convert to preparation of the

of programs in 1985 will total 90.

to clarify future membership eligibility for out-of-state RNs.

4)

Need

5)

Need to involve DNAs and ANA in studying organizational implications

and

4) Admissions to Diploma, AD and Baccalaureate Programs for RNs Actual, 196i-75

of the 1985 Proposal.

and Projected, 1976-84 - Admissions in 1975 were: Diploma - 2,267; Associate Degree - 5,152; Baccalaureate - 3,762; totalling 11,181. 2 Assuming

In addition, considerable statistical data, including the fo~lowing, were
reviewed:

no admissions to diploma programs after 1979, no admissions of profes-

1) Supply of Active Registered and Practical Nurses, 1970-72, and Projected, .

sional nursing students to associate degree programs after 1981, and an

1973-85, United States - U.S. Department of Health, Education and Wel-

annual percentage increase in baccalaureate admissions equal to that of

fare reported 889,400 registered nurses and 464,680 practical nurse~

1974-75 {3.3%), the projectednumber of admissions of professional nursing

active in 1975 and projected increases to 1,294,500 registered nurses

students in 1984 is 11,294. Obviously this projection is modest in that

and

2)

693,420 practical nurses in 1985. 1

Estimated Supply of RNs and PNs Actual, 1972 and Projected, 1975, 1980

grams will rise more dramatically as alternative routes of entry are

and 1985, New York State - using data from the previously cited USO

phased out.

HEW report, the estimated supply of RNs and PNs in New York State is:

Nurses

3}

it can be anticipated that the numbers of admissions to baccalaureate pro-

Graduations from Programs fn New York State which prepare for Registered
Nursing L1censure Actual, 1967-75 and Projected, 1976-84 graduations in

Year

RNs

PNs

1975

102,281

38,568

1980

126,454

46,968

1985

148,867

57,553

Programs in New York State which prepared for Beginning Practice Actual,
1967-76 and Projected, 1977-84.

5)

In 1976 it is understood that the number.

of basic nursing programs admitting students will be: Diploma - 26;

1975 included:· Diploma - 2,304; Associate Degree - 4,192; Baccalaureate -

· 2,027; totalling 8,523. 3 Based upon admission estimates presented above
and an estimated attrition rate of approximately 9.51, it is projected
that graduations from baccalaureate nursing programs will number 11.294
in 1984. Again, it is believed this projection is modest in nature.
Based on these data, the subcoamittee concluded that revisions of entry requirements will not jeopardize preparation of an adequate supply of professional
·. nursing personnel. Similarly, the subcomnittee concluded that these revisions

- 4 will have no dramatic negative impact on the potentia 1 size of the New York

State Nurses Association.

The natural evolution of a profession is such that at any given point in

STATEMENT OF POSITION

time a11 practitioners do not possess identical educatio~l qualifications.

Relationship of 'Pr!ofessiona.Z Oztgan:izati.cm to the Pl'ofessi.on

As did other aspiring· occupational groups, nursing initiated its professional-

ization process through the establisflnent of a fonnal association. Thus, the
American Nurses' Association was founded in 1896. Eventually, formal district
and state nurses associations were established nationwide to forward the total
professionalization effort.
The primary Dbjectives of the nursing organization were to: standardize
nursing education programs; seek legal recognition of the practice of nursing;'
and promote the interests of ourses and the public they served. To ensure a
· conmittment to certain standards and a degree of homogeneity of purpose, district qualifications for membership in the association were adopted. Discre~e
programs and activities were developed to foster a sense of both individual and
collective protessional consciousness.
In keeping with the social, economic and political forces of the times,

Traditionally, professions have developed means to protect present practitioners and the public during periods of modification of entry requirements
for ·future practitioners._ Similarly, professional associations have established means·to insure that all who are admitted to the profession at any point
in time enjoy the privilege of participation in the collective affairs of
that profession.
Clarification, standardization and elevation of the system of nursing
education has been the major focus of professional activity since the early
· 1900's. The 1985 Proposals which would establish the baccalaureate degree as
the entry requirement to professional practice, is the culmination of these
effort.s. Therefore, it is again incumbent upon the professional association
to establish membership requirements.consistent with preparation of practitioners of the profession.
As educational requirements for entry into professional practice are

the professional organization throughout its history attempted to clarify,

elevated and requirements for membership in the professional organization

standardize and elevate the standards of nursing education.

are changed, undoubtedly questions will arise as to whether the New York

In addition, as

health science and technology advanced, the organization promoted new approaches
in nursing practice in order to meet these changes. The extent of the evolution
and development of nursing as a profession is directly re1a,ed to the degree of
growth and effectiveness of the professional association of nurses.
Professi.onaZ. and Organizational, Consistency

One of the hallmarks of a profession is that its members possess a specialized body of knowledge basic to that profession's practice. Obviously, the
association which seek~ to speak for that profession and assist it in meeting
its obligations to the public must establish membership requirements consistent
with requirements for licensure and practice.

State Nurses Association is truly representative of the professional nursing conmunity. Similar questions were raised upon the Association's founding
and in conjunction with each succeeding phase of nursfng's professionalization effort.

It must be recognized that the new association in 1901 adopted

distinct membership qualifications to ensure a comnitment to certain standards
and a degree of homogeneity of purpose in the collective effort to improve the
status of nursing.

In 1901, the Association was representative of trained

nurses, not of a11 who then claimed to be nurses·.
It is conceded that the majority of nurses eligible for membership in the
professional organization have not exercised the membership privilege.

- 7 - 6 -

in nursing, shall have been granted a license to practice as a registered

Nonetheless. the membership privilege, with all it rights and obligations,

nurse in at least one state, or be otherwise lawfully so entitled to prac-

·has consistently been extended.

tice, and shall not have a license under revocation for professional mis-

As in the past it is 1ikely that the

Association's membership will continue to consist of those individuals who

conduct in any state.

either meet or endorse the standards enunciated by the profession.

II. The Committee on Bylaws be requested to draft appropriate bylaws

n.>o Licensed Pztactitidners -

amendments embodying I.A. and B. for prasentation at the appropriate time to

n.,o Nu:t-sing Organizations

~ince 1938 the law governing the practice of nursing in New York State

the NYSNA voting body.

has recognized two licensed practitioners - the prKtical nurse and the pro-

III.

NYSNA constituent district nurses associations,"other state nurses

fessional nurse. The Licensed Practical Nurses of New York, Incorporated,

associations and the American Nurses' Association be advised of Board of Dir-

has rePresented practical nurses since 1940. The New York State Nurses Associ-

ectors approval of these recOlllllendations.

ation has represented professional nurses since 1901. The 1985 Proposal to

IMPLICATIONS OF RECENT DECISIONS RELATIVE TO THE 1985 PROPOSAL

clarify, standardize and elevate nursing education recognizes the integrity

On September 13, 1976, the Association learned:

of the two existing careers in ~ursing. Obviously, it is appropriate that
these two c;areers continue to be represented by their distinct existing or.ganizations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

l) as a result of recent

NLRB rulings, LPN, Inc., of New York has ~mended its bylaws to extend membership privileges to various technicians; 2) LPN. Inc., has rescinded its cosponsorship of the 1985 Proposal and plans to introduce legislation of its own in the

In keeping with its historic effort to provide bonds of collegial assoc-

1977 session. At its September 17, 1976 meeting, the NYSNA Board of Directors

iation among all professional nurses and in keeping with the mandate inherent

approved: 1) introduction of a 1977 legislative proposal calling for establish-

in the 1985 Proposal, the subcolllTlittee recOlllllends:

ment of the baccalaureate degree as the educational requirement for entry into

I. As of January 1, 1985, requirements for membership in the New York

professional nursing; 2) continued study of the second career in nursing; 3)

State Association be:

A. For i.ndividuaZs Zicensed as registered nuz-ses prior to December
l.984 -

shall have been granted a license to practice as a registered nurse

deferral of introduction of legislation pertaining to the second career at this
3Z,

time.

The Subco111nittee remains convinced that: 1} it is essential to establish

in at least one state, or be otherwise lawfully so entitled to practice,

the baccalaureate degree in nursing as the requirement for entry into the pro-

and shall not have a license under revocation for professional misconduct

fessions;

in any state;

requirements for professional nursing practice;

8. For individuals licensed as registered 71.UI'ses after Deaember
l.984 -

shall have graduated from an approved baccalaureate degree program

2) NYSNA membership requirements should be consistent with educational
3)

NYSNA membership should

be

open to those licensed as professional nurses prior to revision of educational
requirements. However, the subcol?ll'littee.has not at this time had the opportunity

ACTION NEEDED

- 8 -

to study fu11y any tmplications of the revision of the 1985 Proposal and the

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

restructuring of LPN, Inc. of New York. Therefore. the subco11111ittee has decided

. REPORT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

· to withhold presentation of recoomendations for action at this time. A meeting
of the subcoomittee will be held soon after Convention to continue its deliber. ations.

.-t"'a:.JUM., &ll'M~ /Cc_
Karen Ballard, Chairman
Cormrlt-tee:

May 18-19, 1978
·Task Force on Organiza1;ional Implications of the 1985 Proposal

CHARGE:

To make N ~ concg~--ni:ng eZigibi.lit;y ~ .

fw membership in the Nei,, York State IJu:nea Auociat:icm
to enactment of tlie Assoaiation's 1985 &oposaZ.

w

RECONMENDHION: That subsequent to enactment of
Associa:t:lon 'a 198S
Proposal the e1.igibi.Z.ity r e ~ foza
in t1zs llew .Yozo.k
State Nurses Association be Z.icensuz,e or az.cti:or..za:t;ian 'to practice

Diane Bennett
Marian Pettengi 11

as a "lhatse. 11

I • BACKGROUND
Following approval of the 1985 Resolution by the NYSHA Voting Body, the
Board of Directors, in October, 1975, established a Sub-Colllltittee to Study
the Organizational Implications of the Proposal. The sub-committee heJd
four meetings in 1976 and submitted two interim reports in 1976. Because
of the status of the legislative effort to enact the proposal at that time,
the Board directed that the work of the sub-comnittee be continued.
Subsequent to 1977 NYSNA Voting Body discussion of the iq,lications of the
1985 Proposal for membership requirements, the Board enlarged the subconmittee to a Task Force and requested sul:lnission of a report by May, 1978.
The Task Force met on February 3 and 28 and May 2, 1978. An interim report
was submitted to the Board at its March 6-7 meeting.
REFERENCES
1•. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The Supply of Health
Manpower; 1970 Profiles and Projections to 1990.
2. State Education Department. Educational Preparation for Practical and
Professional Nursin Education in the State of New York 1974. The Univers1ty o the State o New Yor,
ice o Pro ess1ona Education, Nursing
· Education, Swrmer 1975.
· 3. State Education Department, Preliminary .data.

II. CENTRAL.ISSUE - POST-1985 ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR-NYSNA MEMBERSHIP
In the course of its deliberations the Task Force reviewed reports of the
original Sub-C01J1t1ittee, data regarding the number and educational
characteristics of licensed nurses, distribution of the various types of
nursing education programs in New York State, projections of future
numbers of licensed nurses and literature re professional and occupational
organizations.

A. Options Identified
The Task Force identified eight options regarding post...1985 NYSNA
menbership eligibility requirements:
·
1.

kB:VMD:jd

10/9/76

All individuals holding licensure as a Nurse after December 31~ 1984
shall be eligible for membership. (This would provide for
organizational grandfathering of RNs licensed prior to 1985).

-3-
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2. MuZ.tipZe membership ZeveZs 'ba:sed on academic credentia.Zs - It was
agreed that this would be cumbersome and unwieldy and would inhibit
organizational efficiency and effectiveness.

2. All individuals holding licensure as a Nurse after December 31, 1984

shall be eligible for membership and all individuals holding
licensure as an Associate Nurse after December 31 1 1984 shall be
eligible for associate membership. (This would provide for
organizational grandfathering of RNs and LPNs licensed prior to

3. Mernbezeship comprised of both Nu~ses and Assoaia;e Nurses - The

majority of Task Force members took the position that'this would
(a) be at variance with.one of the original purposes of the Association
(to secure recognition of nursing as a profession}, (b} compromise
the Association•s ability to estabiish professional standards and
(c) reduce the Association's credibility as the official representative
of professional nursing. In addition, it was noted that Nurses
prepared at baccalaureate or higher degree levels would feel
disenfranchised. Further, it was noted that membership in a single
organization would militate against recognition and representation
of both Nurses' and Associate Nurses' distinctive contributions and
needs and, therefore, a separat~ membership organization for each
group would be more desirable. In addition, it seens likely that
as the number of Associate Nurses licensed after 1985 grows and,
as a group, develops a clear sense of identity, they will desire and
seek to establish a separate organization.

1985.}

3. All individuals holding licensure as a Nurse or Associate Nurse
after December 31, 1984 shall be eligible for membership. (This
would provide for organizational grandfatherilTJ of RNs and LPNs
licensed prior to 1985.)
4. All individuals holding licensure as a Nurse after December 31, 1984
who hold an earned Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing shall be eligible
far membership. {This would provide for organizational grandfathering
of those RNs licensed prior to 1985 who hold an earned Baccalaureate
Degree in Nursing.)
5. All individuals holding licensure as a Nurse after December 31, 1984
shall be eligible for membership and all individuals holding
licensure as an Associate Nurse after December 31, 1984 who hold
an earned Associate Degree in Nursing shall be eligible for associate
membership. (This would provide for organizational grandfathering
of all RNs licensed prior to 1985J
·

Conversely, it was recognized that a single organization which
united the technical and professional levels of nursing might have
topical "political" appeal because it would not exclude future
associate degree graduates. Associate membership status (versus
full membership) with specified rights and privileges would provide
a forum for dialogue and collaborative action and simultaneously
reserve decision making on policy issues to the professional level.
Again, it was noted that associate membership status with limited
privileges might be negatively perceived by those to whom it was
extended. Alternative mechanisms for providing a forum for dialogue
and collaborative action were identified - i.e., liaison conmittees,
coordinating councils, advisory groups.

6. All individuals h9lding lfcensure as a. Nurse after December 31, 1984
shall be eligible for membership. All individuals holding licensure
as an Associate Nurse after December 31, 1984 shall be eligible for
associate membership until January 11 1990. (This would provide
for grandfathering of RNs and LPNs licensed prior to 1985. It ·
provides a five-year period for members and associates to plan for
and establish a membership organization for Associate Nurses.)
7. Grandmastering and above with no grandfather provision - i.e.,
establish membership levels consistent with academic credentials
including those beyond the baccalaureate degree.

4. Organizati.anaZ g;randfat'liering of ini!.ividua.1.s licensed as LPNs primto 1985 - The majority of Task Force members took the position that

if membership is open to any Associate Nurses after 1985 it must
be open to all those who hold the license. It was noted the~ this
group would include individuals now holding membership in Licensed
Practical Nurses of New York. Inc. as well as other organizations
representing licensed practical nurses.

8. Grandmastering and above with grandfathering of registered nurses
holding only the hospital diploma and licensed practical nurses i.e .• establish membership levels consistent with academic
credentials including those beyond the baccalaureate degree .

. B. Analysis of Options

5. :rhe :relationship of the Association's function(s)., purposes a:nd
membezaship el.igibit.i.ty requi:rements - The Task Force agreed that
the resolution of the issue of membership eligibility is dependent
upon clear and specific enunciation of the function(s) and purposes
of the organization. Distinctions between professional and
occupational organizations were noted.

Discussion of the relative merits of each option focused essentially
around five issues:
1. Organi.aationa.Z grandfathering of ind:l.vi.duaZs 'licensed as RNs prior
to l98S - It was agreed that this would be consistent with the 1985

Proposal as well as with the Association's past and present purposes
and functions.

C.

Potential Legal Implications
The Task Force requested consultation from Association legal counsel
regarding whether any identified option would be prohibited by
applicable not-for-profit corporation and/or labor law. In essence,

. - .
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no legal constraints were identified provided that any of the_ options
were implemented in a lawful manner and that any appropriate revision
of existing By-laws and Articles of Incorporation were properly
executed.

· and health services and to advance the professionalization of nursing.
Therefore
!/!hat subsequent to enactment of ths Assoeiation 'a
198S _Pl-oposal, the etigibi'Lity requ:i,1.'ell'lent; for membersm.p in the
Nflh1 ·rork State Nurses Assoc:ia:t:ion be Ucensure OP authm>iaa:ticn

EECOMMENDAPION:

lII. PROVISION OF NYSNA SERVICES TO NON-M~BERS
The Task Force also discussed the issue of whether various NYSNA services-including representation for collective bargaining purposes--might be .
extended to non-members. It was noted that, historically, as a matter of
·policy<the Association has elected to offer representational services to
menbers only despite the fact that, in certain situations, applicable
labor law pennitsrepresentation of non-members as well as individuals
other than registered professional nurses. Since this issue is separate
fran that of membership requirenents the Task Force deemed it beyond the
scope of its inrnediate responsibility.

IV.· CONCWSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

to practice as a ''Nurse."

(One member dissents from this recoomendation and will file a minority
report to be attached to this report.)
The Task Force wishes to express its appreciation to the Board for the
opportunity to participate in analysis and resolution of this issue.
Recognizing that the Board will undoubtedly wish to encourage and facilitate
full and comprehensive discussion of action taken on this matter. the
Task Force respectfully extends its willingness to assist in interpretation
of this Report in any way deemed appropriate.

In its October 11, 1976, report to the Board of Directors, -the original .
· Sub-Comnittee to Study the Organizational Implications of the 1985 Proposal
stated:

Clarification, standardization and elevation of the system of
nursing education has been the major focus of professional
activity since the early 1900 1 s. The 1985 Proposals which
would establish the baccalaureate degree as the entry requirement to professional practice, is the culmination of these
efforts. Therefore, it is again incumbent upon the professional
association to establish membership requirements consistent
with preparation of practitioners of the profession.

Task· Fon,e- Members ·

Elaine E. Beletz
Diane Bennett
Sharon S. Dittmar
Marian M. Pettengill
Dolores F. Saxton

As educational requirements for entry into prufessional

practice are elevated and requirements for membership in
the professional organization are changed, undoubtedly
questions will arise as to whether the New York State
Nurses Association is truly representative of the professional
nursing c0n111unity. Similar questions were raised upon the
Association's founding and in conjunction with each succeeding
phase of nursing•s professfonalization effort. It must
.be recognized· that the new association in 1901 adopted
distinct membership qualifications to ensure a COl'llllitment
to certain standards and a degree of homogeneity of
purpose in the collective effort to improve the status
of nursing.
This Task Force concurs with these conments. Further, the Task Force
concludes it is now essential to reaffinn that membership eligibility
requirements must be consistent with the Association's founding and
continuing purposes--toprovide a structure through which those admitted
to professional practice may work collectively to achieve optimum nursing

KAB:CAW:mj
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The President further stated that Mrs. Ovitsky will get full infonnation
about the article in the JOURNAL OF HEALTH POLITICS, POLICY AND LAW,
entitled nThe New York State Nurses Association 1985 Proposal: Who Needs
ft?• by Andrew K. Dolan of the.University of Washington> and send it ~o
the Board members.

Dfane Bennett, a member of the Task Force, presented the prepared report
which was in the Board's hands, pointing out·the options identified and
calling attention to the potential legal implications contained in the
report. She stated that one of the Task Force members has requested the
privilege of filing a minority report which wil1 be forwarded to the
Board when it is available. which should be in the near future.

Mrs. Pettengill expressed concern that information should go out to the
membership covering the options considered and the process by which the
recorrmendation was arrived at, along with suitable background.
Dfane Bennett moved that subsequent to enactment of the Association's

1985 Proposal the eligibility requirement for membership in the New
York State Nurses Association be licensure or authorization to practice

Seconded. Carried unanimously

by

those present.

, Miss Driscoll requested that in 1 ight of the importance of thf s reconmendatfon and action, and in light of the possible controversy which might·

· result, that all Board members be given an opportunity to vote on the
··Jnotfon.
The President authorized this action.

Following extended discussion of the ramifications ofthe Task Force's

report and the Board's action, the President noted that the Task Force

has indicated its willingness to assist in the interpretation of the
report.
AC!lION

Iris Brice moved that the Board establish a forum at the 1978 Convention

to give an opportunity for full discussion of the Task Force report and

Board action before ft comes to the floor for consideration.

Seconded.

Ill W"5HINGT0N AVENUE

m

GEO ..GI: W. HA .. 01:11

General discussion of the continuing problem of support for the 1985
Proposal on the part of-the New York State Associate Degree Nursing
r.ouncfl revolved around the delays in conmunication, including the lack
response on the part of Ms. McEvoy to the invitation to join the ·
/ " / May 19 Board fn a full discussion.
_.-· / .19. TASK FORCE ON ORGANIZATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE 1985 PROPOSAL

as a aNurse. 11
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.... JONES

18. RETURN TO DISCUSSION OF ITEM 16

AC'.rION

ROl:IERT H. JONES'
"TT0RNCY -"'NO C:OUNSE:LOR

carried unanimously.
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1978

Cathr~e A. Welch, R.N.
Deputy Director
Program
New York State Nurses Association
The Center for Nursing
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland. New York, 12084
Dear Miss Welch:
This supplements my remarks, today,. to your Association's Task Force
on Organizational Implications of the 1985 Proposal, about New York Not:for-P:rofit Corporation Law provisions pertaining to membership rights.
Section 601, titled,
concerns, says:

11

Members" 1 so far as relevant to the committee's

(a) A corporation shall have one or more classes of members,
or, ·in the case of a Type B corporation, may have no
members, in which case any such provision for classes of
members or for no members shall be set forth in the
certificate of incorporation or the by-laws. Corporations,
joint-stock associations, unincorpcr ated associations
and partnerships, as well as any other person without
limitation, may be members.
(b}

If the corporation has two or more classes of members,
the designation ~d characteristics of each class and
the qualifications and rights of, and limitations upon.
the members of each class may be set forth in the
certificate of incorporation, the by-laws or, if the by-laws so
provide, a resolution of the board.

...
-11-

z.

Welch, R.N.
May 2., 1978
Page 2 of 3

in

· Except as otherwise pr~vided
this cha.pter or the .
certificate of incorporation or the by~laws., membership
·shall be terminated by death, resignation, expulsion,
· expiration of a term of membership or dissolu~ion and
liquidation under articles 1 O and 11.
Section 612, titled "Limitations on right to vote", says:
. The certificate of incorporation or the by-laws may provide,
either. absolutely or contingently. that the members of any
class shall not be entitled to vote., or it may limit or define
the matters on. and the circumstances in, which a member
or a class of members shall be entitled to vote, and, except
as otherwise provided in this chapter, such provisions of
the certificate of incorporation or the by- laws shall prevail,
according to their tenor., in all elections and in a.ll pro- _ceedings,. over the provisions of this chapter which authorize
any action by the members, but no such denial., limitation or
definition of voting rights shall be effective unless at the
time one or more classes of members., singly or in the
aggregate., are entitled to full voting rights.
Section 616, titled "Voting by class of membersu., says:
(a)

The certificate of incorporation or the by-laws may contain
provisions specifying that any class or classes of members
sha.ll vote. as a class in connection wi.th the transaction of
any business or of any specified item of business at a
meeting of members~ including amendments to the certificate
0£ incorporation.
Where voting as a class is provided in the certificate of
, incorporation or the by-laws~ it shall be by the proportionate
vote so provided or. if no proportionate vote is provided# in
the election of ciirectors., by a plurality of the votes cast
at such meeting by the members of such class entitled to
vote in the election~ or for any other corporate action., by
a m.ajority of the votes cast at such meeting by the members
of such class entitled to vote thereon.

Cathryne A.

·. (c)

Welch./ R.N.

May2. 1978
Page 3 of 3.

Such voting by class shall be in addtion to any other
vote., including vote by classi, required by>this chapter
or by the certificate of incorporation or the by-laws as
permitted by this chapter.

·Ali-other references in the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law to voting
refer to a member,. or members., "entitled to vote 11 •
'!'.hat qualification
obviously relates to section 612 •

There are other provisions
.. section 611., titled 11Qualification of
· voters; fixing record date 'to determine eligibility to vote; voting entitle:-ment") of interest in this area but these are the basic ones which should.,
I think., confirm my remarks to the committee on this general subject.
Sincerely.,

.

...
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OD page 36 in th~ ~ook of Annu~l Reports.
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question or co~nt with :respect to thJs report?· SP.i:?ing
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and will be placed ~n file.
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Tho aext ag~nda it.Am is the Report
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o.f the Lay council,
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7
8

Is th'3rq any

net p:esent.
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The report of the L.~y Council is on page 6

6

I£ yt"J h:w e

7

~· had an opportunJ.ty to read t.he report And if th,1r~ are
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no questions, the report will bi:! p.L.'\ced on file.

We wi t1 now ga to tha report 1Jf the
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Proposal.
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I Hiss Balla~d.
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a:,

C?
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13

Ihe final rapQrt of the

atiou~.

\l.J cGulJ aot lililkta any J~c1aions regardin; any

C')
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Tl~re is a wi.1Ji>rity statement attached

s:

zti.l

zCl)

£,-,

KAREN Bt\l.Lt\Ril:
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Rowa-

upt1ons which wera.avsilabl~ fgr a ~rofasaiOD.31 aaaoct-

9

Task Force of Organizations l ar,d lmp!!cations of the 1985

ClL~irlMn Xaren Ballard will give that repDrt •.

ellt~plicat1ur,s fo.a: discusaitag tiaa 1u1:wbor11bip options.

4

I under;stand tbat thig chAir11ian is

of the Supplement Lo tbe Boo!( ~f Reports.

g

issues anJ a di1:1c1.1~sion of th-, put..:ntial lagal ca-npli-

.

Dr. uoloctt:J .. SiiAtDu and Lnat revurt ia includad in the Book
u~ A1mual Ro1;Q: ca for yllu.

n.inority statement 1.a a part

of tha final t.:tsk- force ra\:ort.
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The Task Po~ce
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s0 issue

fddld

that die central

tu ou.:- oeliberations was a w.ambership issue.

7ask forco on the Organizational Implications uf the 198S

15

proposal can be found iu tha E 1-1ok of Am1mil Reports on

16 ·O
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will comstitute tho tut,o:bersbip of the tiew York State Nuraaa

17

8

Associ~tion aiter the passage l$gislation regarding educa-

I would like to highlight: some of the pointR
of the report for y'lu.

The l'ask Force has met over the

18

@

tal

p:;
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past thres years and deliberation,,. diecusttJ.ng the me1:-iber-

19

0

shir options avall~ble to thi~ Assoc13tion.

20

2

In the fin~l

report, we include fc,r you a review of our or5 gin.al work

21

which I rresented to the 1978 voting body.

22

ln tbat retOrt,

JOU will find the original eight tMMherRhip optio11s which we

23

considered at that tim~.

24

Algo a review of the five critical

25

-

What

tia,-.al praparation of nurses.
In this yeara' ra~or~ book, you will
a lsu find a c1.tpy

at the district aurvey. Aa you remec,ber

lailt years I co••11e;:n1:1on, I repo~ted to you on a survey we
did of tho districts at~iupting cu identify the various
~bought frocetH:tua of the lndivit.luals 1n our Aac1ociation

uur forum .it thitl conva1,t1on. Iliad a question regarding the
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chart which is
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chart atteQpta to identify what was the thin~ing of the

2

ona forum.
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various districts.
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iss\P-s that caws ~Pat the forum bacause I feel that thay
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All the ·districts re ..

6

was the t:.aa.Lerahit of this Asaociation was struggling_ with

9

zw its dGcialon in msny of the sama ways that we were oursalvas.

10

8

3:

I 1 d like to rl!vi.a~ with you soma of the·

11

z
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issues which ~a discussed i~han ne ware discusBing the u.em•

12

i5fll

barshi;:> options.
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Cl)

Wa felt that there were serious implica

a)
t')
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7

And the main thJ.ng that the Task Force falt

0

at this time.

en voting

9

Q

body diraccion to took at this issue
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C,

thosa of becarutng ~n umbr~lla association representing an

15
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cccupatioo of nursing waa an iwportant conaideration.

16

C,

0
w
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l~oked at the lagisl.ative fro=ass regarding passage of the

17
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body in assembly at the Waldorf Astoria which

co study the metnbership OE,tion.

5

z

the rep~t

I'<l like to remind you that it was the 1977

s:::

zt&l

14

CJ

in presenting

sug-

geated to the Baaed of Directors that a task force beform3d

tiom of continuing as a professional association versus
We

ing the p~amaturity and hastiness

'q'

I

9

One question we ware asked waa regard•

5
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24

S~ of the districts did take votaa and there

raember&ilip.

..l

.

I "'ould like to review uith you some of the

are ge;c3in~ to our task force report.

g

>-

Duriog thia years• convention• we held

Hotbing was really very

I tun:eJ tuua opinions, various thoughts offe~sd by their

20

23

def1nito.

1

This is not an all--inclualve chart.

c:> was a deflnit.s opinion from tbem.

0

22

You wi 11 notice that tha

It just tries to show a ti:snd.

19

21

p:3go A-4.

i.lD

I

9

s

C,

agando.
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nw. !bara•a no bidden

ever knew that this request would come out

of the 1977 voting 1,ody years ago whan we started the 1985

pro1,osc:1l.

agenda.

It h.:is been suggested to ma that thiawas a hidden
It most certainly was not.

Thora w~s questions raised regarding

z

t&l

tlo

It c.ama frOQ the voting

,1hon would the m.-?li,bershlp change occur.

Thia would become

18

g:;

dentialing stu<iy 1,hich cama out during the past year and

19

0

posal.

also prior to the ANA H~uston Conv~n~ion, the proposal

20

za:;

proposal pertains to this position.

turned to the atructures for reorgani.zations of A:tlA with

21

this, individualo licensed as registered professional nuraea

implicetiona for our membership.

22

rrior to the effective data of-thelegislation will remain

23

eligible for membarsltip in this professional organization.

198S proposal.

The mambarship implications of the ANA cre-

Various docUtuents and reports were analyzed
by the task Force in the past three years and they are liated

24

for you on page A-2.

25

z

an associatton p03ltion only after passage of tha 198S pro~c ~rand.father machanism which is part of the 1985

Therefore, and I stress

Questions were raised in the forum regarding t:aking profossional nurses different frQD asaoeiace
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DUC"aes are difiecent froe:other individuals in volvad in
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Che occuFation of nursing.
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resolution be issuad of membership eligibility is depend•
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The 1,jttS proposal affirws that prof'1s&iC1nal

The Task Force agreed that

good time to consider tbia membership que1t1oa.
•

2

aider it we must.

3

avay. The Task Force asks you to conaider the central
issue.

5

and purposaa of the organization.

6

'l'her~ muse be a d1st1nc-

fe

occupation.
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en

NYSli.-\ bas always been organization for
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profass1ons1 nurses on Ly •. It wGuld comprOlllise the Associ-
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ations ability to establish proiessional standards and re~

11

duce the Assoctati->n's credibility in the official reprasen-

12

tatii>D ~f ~rofaisional nursing if ~a were to compromise this.
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During the forums, 1 also heard some
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There would
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be no solidarity.
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states wa are different.

Hopeiully, the educational frame-
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w0rks will be different.

It ~kes sanse to assume that as
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cion bGtwean professional practice and participation and
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ant u1,on .:araer and specific annunciation of the functions
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As I stated earlier, the 1985 ~roposal

16

we develop as sepacata groups, we will develop separate

19

senses of identity and seek to express thls difference and

20

uniquenea~ in sap~r3ta ~rganizations.

21

Thd task force faela
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~ation and will NYSNA be the
izati'1n?

Re3£firmatton under the original report that subsequent

to enactmant of the Association's 1985 propo1al, the eli•
gibility raquiremanta for u~mbership in the Bew York State
Nurses Association be licensure or authorization to practice
as a nurse •
I moVe the adoption of this report.
(Applause).
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PRESIDENT:

I
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nursing organ-

Tharefore, we present our final recomme!Jdation.
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It will not go

Who will constitute the membership of thi1 organ1 ...

ga

z

It cannoc be avoided.

But: con-

seconded.

It has been moved and

The motion before this voting body is that

z

subsequent to the enactment of the Aaaociat1on's 1985

8

proposal, the eligibility requirement for membership in

Cil

g:;

z
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thi.1 N~w York ~tata Nurses

orization to practlce as a nurse.

Is there any discu111on?

'Ebe. chair has just been corrected.
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Association be licensure or auth-

The

pending motion beforo this body is reaffirmation of the

that being different 1s not synouomous with being better

22

or worse or ruore important or less important.

23

sociation'a 1935 proposal.

24

for membership in the New York State Nurses Association

25

be licensma

a status issue and should not be made one.

lssua. Aud it is not an aasy is~ua.

this is not

It is a professional

l'iiare willnevar bii: a

origin31 raport and subaeqent to the enactCIOnt of the Aa-

Or

The eligibility requirement

authOrizatiOn to practice as a nurse.
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Microphone 3.

1

Al.tr.& r111.1&w.. DISTRICT 13 I

to acceptance of tbs reaffirmtion.

3

thcees 1.otnts at tbia point.

7
8

I •111 oa,po1ad

1 1d like to stress

Ona is I believe that the

"assuetates'' if that is what they 1dll be called if the

.5

6

c_,

i

I

85 ever goes into effect are going to be diaenfranchiaed.
Articlo 1 of this Association, Section 3-H says that this

g · organization t-1111 act and speak for

and nursing in

the state and section I or I undersactian 3 says it will

9
10

represent nurses and nursing to the public and non-govern-

11

mental groups.

12

13
14

-

17
18

I question how an organization such aa

ta this can speak for nursing when they are going to disenfranz

tI

15
16
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chise close to 50 percent of the people who are currently

members and I know that the people who are now members who

do not bavo a ba~calaureate will be grandfathered in.
ever, after 1985 these people will not.

How-

The question has

also arisen about the professional1zat1on of this organi-

zation.

I don't believa that ma~.bership in any organization

necessarily makes the member a professional nor the organization a professional~

I do believe that's an educational

matter to consider.
I

22

am

also concerned being an NYSNA mem-

23

ber of the effect of this rr.embership propaaal ca mawbersbip

24

in lflSN.~ and the financ:la 1 aspects.

25

unity in nursing.

And I am concerned about

And we need it rio.,.

(Applause).
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and I speak in opposltilln of tba Task Force rerort.
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Thank you microphone 1.

Micro&-hon~ 1.
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But

I think us would be def~ancbizing the word nurse,

LEO ROSS I DIS'llUCT 14:
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"'hat our lbl;IQberahip

u f ter 1985 • I thiuk. we would be d..J!-r:111cbi2:ing the word

a nursa.

0

t!OW we know

In 1985 if it s_hould paaa, this is all future.
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Hsi. nly for the same reasons from the

I speak in op-

position to the report and in favor of cha minority report.
I don't thiilk I can add too much to what Alice Fuller baa

aaiJ, but I would like to repeat that I think tha racom-

i:iendatlon~ wuulJ. he davicive.
occur.

The disenfranchi!iemant would

I think 11:'s not to tht! .advantugo of this aaaoclatton.

A~J I am against it •

0

PRESIDENT: Thank you wicrophona 1.
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in 0,,pos1tton to this ;cGpcrct for four rc:aaons.
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1 find that tha ra.:oa.1endation of the Task Force at this time
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is premature.
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t 'ill sure we will bave it. And I tbink thinking about idle Will

An d I a peak

FiraC of all.

, e do not have an 1985 proposal yet. although
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Secvndly :r and I think more importantly

the horse.
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don •t feel that wa should decide the type of mamberahip
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it's having on current mer:nbersht1>.

Aesociate degree and

that should go 1.nto 1t.
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1984 do not see this or-
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tbe members continue to leave as they have b~en leaving,

· diploma

graduates

n0t1 and through

as rapresenting them and are hesitant to
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I and are leaving.

2 woUld be largar in size and have greater power than aura.
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requires to be a professional, you'll find one of the rea-
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that occupatlona mova towards profession

because

being a profassiona l ls a status.
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siseenc wl.Ch chat resolution. we n:aed to be flexible in
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(Applause).
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against the Task Force proposal and in support of the

23

minority report.
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I think it would be economically diaas-

tuoue to N'lStlA ti> continue ~1th putting tlte cart before
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finitely.
FB.ESIDENT:

Ia there a second?

II: baa

indefinitely.

Is thara any discussion? All those going

to the wike now will be&('eaking to the r.,otton to poatpona
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SHIRLE'i F0Y: DISTRICT 14:

Madam

I been moved and seconded to postpone action on thfa report
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DI SllUCT 14:

.President. I muve to defer any action on this matter inda.;.
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terms of speaking who should bo members of this organizat~on.

'£hank you microphone 3.

Thank you microphone 3~
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bility in tei.-ms of title a11d timeframe.

l'.1crophone 3.

24
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mESIDENT:
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it because of the rasolution that ~a just passed on flexl•
I tninlt to ba con-

(Applause).
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And finally, I speak in opp~sition to

I think this i~ disasterous.
PR.ESID£Nr:

I think it ia

a status issue, andif any of you are reading in what it

I

they might just decide to form another a11ociat1on which

CD

disagree Yith the report of the chairman.

12

And in addition to that, if

CD

Three, I speak against it because I

11

We have not passed the 1985 proposal and I

for ma personally, 1 speak against it because of the effect

m gan1zat1DD

7

1

i

indefinitely.

H1crophone 3 is a point.
l-1ICR0PH0HE 3 :

Point of clarification.

Could the chair please ex~lain to the voting body what tbal:
.
indeed means. Does tbat mean we do not discuaa it anymore
today?

Does it mean we don't diacuaa it anymore

ever. What

does 1ndef1n1tuly mean1
PRESIDENr:

The chair wi.11 request that

tbe parliamentarian provide the infornation requested.

l-B. BIERBAUM: from the standpoint of

D•35
1

parU.ameotary r,rocedure, the motion to postpone 1ndef1n-

2

1ta1y is a way of dispoaJng of tho motion without bringing

3

the motion itself to a direct vote.

At soma future time,

aucb ac next years' annual mee£ing, it could be reintroduced
5
CD

ii

6

aa a new motion. ·
The chair will call the

FRESIDEN'l:

c:>

1

mikes 1D order, of individuals having gone up to them.
The chair will request whethar you wish to apeak to the
motion on the floor which is to postpone indefinitely.
The Board mike.

11

12

13

1,

i

..J

ti
0
0

19

20
21

22
23

24
25

poning 1nd~f1nitely.

I speak in favor of p01t~

I attended both the forums on the sub•

joct and listened carefully to the arguments. And I do think

have 198S. we are not sure when we will, and wehave now

z voted for the Board to have same flexibility in deciding

17
18

JANET M~NCE:

I there is an element of realism in the fact that we do not

15
16

Microphone 2.

w
a:

§
a:

haw it's going to go in order to get it thtough.

And I

think it 1 s a very uise decision not to put the cart before

the horse.

(Aprlausa).

PRESIDENT:

.

..,
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Task Force on Organizational Implications
of the 1985 Proposal

Presented to Voting Body, 1978 Convention
October 18. 1978
The complete report of the Task Force on Organizational Implications
of the 1985 Proposal is included in the book of Annual Reports on pages
BS through 89.
During this year's Convention, the Task Force has held two open forums
in order to provide the opportunity for you, the members of this Association
meeting in Convention, to freely and openly discuss this report. Since the
forums exposed not only the expected areas of agreement and disagreement but
a fair amount of confusion, I will take this opportunity to stress sane vital
areas within the report with you.
At last year•s convention on the final day of the voting,body session,
a motion was heard and defeated which called for the assurance that all
future 11 associate nurses 11 would hold membership in the NYSNA. Instead, a
Task Force was fanned and charged to make reconmendations concerning
eligibility requirements for membership in the New York State Nurses Association
subsequent to enactment of the Association's 1985 Proposal. In addition, we
were asked to present the report to this Convention and to publish it for

Thank you microphone 2.

LOUISE HALL 2 DISTRICT 7:

Yes.

dissemination to all members prior to Convention. For further background
infonnatfon see page 85.

Micro;::hona 3, d&> you wish to addreos tbismotion?
I speak

The Task Force has been criticized for being hasty and precipitous in
its action without having conducted a more canplete study. As chairperson,

affirmatively for tbis rnotion.

PRESIDENT:

"'

Thank you.

Microphone l, do JIJU wish to address this

I cannot concur with this criticism. This Task Force has worked extremely
hard in meeting· its charge. We are not insensitive to the fact that what
initially appears as a single task is, in facts a complex and multifaceted
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problem.

However, I wonder if there would ever be an ideal time for us

to face this decision as to who will constitute the membership of the
professional nursing association.
In a final attempt to have the Task Force look at this question, I
called them into session again this morning. Last night after the second

,
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We did not proceed to this final position without careful consideration
of other options which are included for your information on pages 85 and B6.
In discussing the options the Task Force focused essentially on several
issues:

.
1. The 1985 Proposal affinns that professional nurses are different

forum I informed them that as chairperson I felt it necessary to consider

from other individuals involved in the occupation of nursing. The Task

the option of infonning the Board of Directors of NYSNA that based on the

Force agreed that resolution of the issue of membership eligfbflity is

forum discussions, we withdraw the Task Force's report. Today, the Task

dependent upon clear and specific enunciation of the functions and purposes

force again looked at the positive supporti the negative responses; the

of the organization. There must be a distinction between professional

questions raised regarding timing; the need for more study; the suggestions

practice and participation in an occupation.

for additional options and also the confusion and,most regrettably and sad1y,
,the threats of individuals to withdraw their support for the 1985 Proposal.
The Task Force, in a manner whfch left me extremely proud of them as
individuals_and professional nurses, decided to continue their strong support
of their report to this voting body. They feel that they have made their
position clear. It is now for the members of this voting body to rise to the
challenge of the Task Force's recolll!lendation.
And that position is that, subsequent to enactment of the Association's

2. It was agreed that membership based on academic credentials beyond initial
entry level requirements would be cumbersome, unwieldy and destructive to
organizational efficiency and effectiveness.
3.

It was agreed that organizational grandfathering of individuals

licensed as RNs prior to 1985 would be consistent with the 1985 Proposal.
4. On the issue of a membership to be comprised of both nurses and
associate nurses the Task Force took the position that this would be in
variance with the fact that a basic purpose of NYSNA has been to be the

1985 Proposal, the eligibility requirement for membership in the New York

membership organization of professional nurses only; it would compromise

State Nurses Association be licensure or authorization to practice as a

the Association's ability to establish professional standards and reduce

"Nurse."

the Association's credibility as the official representative of professional

It is important that you realize that this would become an Association
posi-tion only after passage of the 1985 Proposal. Also, the "grandfather"

nursing.
It is interesting to me that the main argument voiced in the last few

mechanism which is part of the 1985 Proposal pertains to this position;

days in support of a joint membership of nurses and associate nurses has

therefore, individuals licensed as registered professional nurses prior to

been the argument of unity. However, as the 1985 Proposal states, we are

the effective date of the legislation will remain eligible for membership in

different; our educational frameworks will be different; therefore, is it not

the professional organization.

safe and sane to assume that as w~ develop as separate groups {careers), w~

-

will develop separate senses ofidentity and seek to express this difference
and uniqueness in two separate organizations.
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In the opinion of the Task Force, being different is not synonymous with
-.being better or worse, or more important

or

less important. This is not a

MOTIONS RE

status issue and should not be made to become•a status issue.
The Task Force_strongly supports the concept of exploring alternative
mechanisms for providing forums for dialogue and collaborative action between
the nurse and associate nurse of the future.
!he Task Force also explored . the issue of organizational grandfathering

Final Report
.

TASK FORCE ON ORGANIZATIONAL IHPLICATitlfS

.

OF THE 1985 PROPOSAL .

NY~NA Convention Voting Body Session
October 18. 1978

of-individuals licensed as LPNs prior to 1985. However. what happens to this
groups' present organization fs quite legitimately beyond our area of

-

responsibility. This is a matter which LPN, Inc., itself must address.
,

In addition, the Task Force requested consultation from the Association's
legal counsel who infonned us that no legal constraints were identifiable
for any of the options provided that t_hey were implemented in a lawful manner
and that any appropriate revision of existing Bylaws and Articles ~f Incorporation were properly executed.

l know that in the last few days emotions and feelings have been
running very high. Many of you have sought me out to help clarify the issues
contained in this report.

It is not easy to face this issue; it is extremely

difficult. I know, because I have been there. However, I must support the
Task Force 1 s conclusion that NOW is the ti111e to r~affirm that membership
e)igibility requirements must be consistent with the Association's founding
and continuing purposes--to provide structure through which those_admitted
to professional practice may work collectively to achieve optimum nursing and

health services and to advance the professiona1ization of nursing

Mr. President. I move the acceptance of this Report •
. Included fn the Task Force's report is a minority statement. With your
permission, l would like Dolores Saxton to present it.· What is the pleasure
of the voting body?·
Ms. Saxton.
Jlj 12/11/78 ijev. 2/27/79

MOTION: To refer the matter of membership in the professional
organization after 1985 back to Ccmpittee for furth~r study
with the proviso that the voting body be provided Wlth a
progress report at the 1979 NYSNA Convention.
MOTION: To amend the mot1on to rec0111111t with the reconnendation ·
that the membership of the Task Force be fncr.eased~. _
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Task Force on Organizational Implications of the 1985 Proposal
District Survey Re:

Cormzent;

Task Force's 1978 Annual Report

Hames of persons contributing to completion of this report ___________

Information reported was obtained via:

In essence, this recommendation would continue the eligibility of
all currently licensed registered professional nurses and all
individuals licensed to practice professional nursing in the future.
This was the. option chosen by the Task Force a!!d presented to tile
1978 Voting Body in its recommendation that:
Subsequent to enactment of the Association's 198S Proposal the
eligibility requirement for membership in the Nev York State
Nurses Association be licensure or authorization to practice as
a "Nurse."

Swrma:zoy of Distztict disauaaion:

DNA Board of Directors Meeting _ _ _ __
DNA

Committee (Specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Conc'Lusianof the District:

DNA Membership Meeting _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

OLher (Specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Approximate n1m1:ber from whom information was gathered _ _ _ _ __
INTRODUCTION
At; the 1978 annual NYSNA Convention the Task Force on Organizational Implications
of the 198S Proposal presented its Annual Report at open forums and to the Voting
Body. The Task Force identified eight options regarding NYSNA membership
eligibility requirements subsequent to enactment of the 1985 Proposal and recommended
adoption of one of these by the Voting Body. The Annual Report, including all
options am1 the Task Force recommendation, is attached as Appendix I. The 1978
Voting Body referred the recommendation for further study, recommended that the
size of the Task Force be increased, and requested a progress report at the 1979

Option 2:

1985.)

Cormzent:

Convention.

The Task Force has continued its deliberations and seeks to encourage discussion
of and reflection upon all options by the district nurses associations in order
to broaden its total analysis. Please summarize your discussion on the advantages
and disadvantages of each of these options and state your conclusions. The Task
Force will analyze the responses to this survey and discuss them at the 1979
Convention and at a subsequent meeting of the Advisory Council. -

Ali individualsholding licensure as a Nurse after December 31.
1984, shall be eligible for membership and all individuals holding
· licensure as an Associate Nurse after December 31, 1984,. shall be
eligible for associate membership. (This would provide for
organizational grandfathering of RNs and LPNs licensed prior to

In essence this option would provide for two types of membership:
regular and associate. All currently licensed RNs and those individuals
licensed as Nurses in the future would be eligible for regular membership. All current LPNs and those licensed as Associate Nurses in the
future would be eligible for associate membership.

Sumrraz,y of District discussion:

ConcZusion of Distnct:

Each of the eight options identified by the Task Force in its Annual Report is
reprinted below and followed by additional comment. Space is. provided for
reporting your discussion and conclusion on each option.

Option 1:

AU individuals holding licensure as a Nurse after December 31,

, Option 3:

1984, shall be eligible for membership. (This would provide for
organizational grandfatherin~ of RNs licensed prior to 1985.)
Corrment:

All individuals holding licensure as a Nurse or Associate Nurse
after Decemoer·31, 1984,. shall be eligible for membership. ('this
would provide for organizational grandfathering of RHs and I.PHs
licensed prior to 1985.)

In essence this option would provide for regular membership
eligibility for all current RNs and LPNs and all those licensed as
Nurses and Associate Nurses in the future.

-3Option 6:

SunlnaJ:ty of Di.stl"itit discussion:

Conclwnon o;f D£stri.ct:

Cormumt:

Option 4:

1984, shall be eligible for membership. All individuals boldiDg
licensure as an Associate Nvrse after December 31, 1984. shall be
eligible for associate membership until .January 1, 1990. (This
would provide for grandfathering of RNs and LPNs licensed prior
to 1985. It provides a five-year period for members and assoc:i.ates
to plan for and establish a.membership organization for Associate
Nurses.)

This option ·would provide for two types of membersbi.p. regular and
associate for a fi.ve-year period. All currently licensed RNs and

those licensed as Nurses in the future would be eUgible for regular
membership. ·All. current LPNs and those individuals licensed as·
Associate Nurses 111 the future would be eligible for associate
membership. This option does not addresa associate membership after
1990.
.

Al.l individuals holding licensure as a Nurse after December 31,

1984, who hold an earned Baccalaureate Degree 1n Nursing shall be
eligible for membership. (Ibis would provide for organizational
grandfathering of those RNs licensed prior to 1985 who hold an
earned Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing.)

This option would provide for membership eligibility only for
nurses vbo hold an earned baccalaureate degree 1n nursing •

-aAll individuals holding liceusure as a Hurse after December 31,

Su1lmary of District disausrion:

.Surt,nt:,rry. of Dist.rict disc:uss-wn:

Conctusian of ~trict;:
ConcZusion of Diam-ct:

'0ption·5:

. · CClllilent: .

.· All individuals holding lic:ensure as a. Nurse after December 31.
1984. shall be eligible for membership and all individuals holding
licensure as an Associate Nurse a_fter December 31, 1984, who hold ··
an earned Associate Degree in Nursing shall be eligible for associate
· nembership. (This would provide for organizational grandfathering
of all RNs licensed prior to 1985.)
This option woul.d -provide for two tVPes of membershit1 :

Gre.ndmastering and above with no grandfather provision-i.e. • eatablfsh .·
membership levels consistent with academic credentials including
those beyond the baccalaureate degree.
·

Ccmnent:

This option provides for categories of m.embership based upon the

member's highest earued academic degree in nursing.
not take into consideration the license held.

Surtrnary of'Districtdiscussion:

reRular and

associate. All currently licensed RNs and ·chose licensed as Nurses
in the future will be eligible for regular membership. All those

licensed in the future as Associate Nurses wbo have an earned associate
degree·1n nursing would be eligible for associate membership. Licensed
Practical RJrsea who are grandfathered as· Associate Nurse·s would not
be eligible for membership.

··Surtna:ft.J ·of District discusricn:

Option 7:

CDMZ.usicnof Diatnct:

This option does

.•

·.

ANNUAL REPORT
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Grandmastering and above with grandfathering of registered nurses
ho1ding only the hospital diploma and 1icensed practical nur~esi..e., establish membership levels consistent with academic ·,
credentials including those beyond the baccalaureate degree.
Cor,ment:

This option would provide for categories of membership based upon the
member's educational preparation. In addition to categories based

upon eamed academic degrees in nursing there would be categories
for graduates of diploma programs and practical programs.

Suflrnai,y of District disaussion:

Conc1.uaion of District:

Pleas~ returu this form to NYSNA in the enclosed return envelope no later tbari
Homlay, Octlober 1 1 1979.
'!bank you· for your assistance and cor>peraeion.

. ~he 1978 NYSNA-Voting Body recon111ended
sh1p _1n the professional organization after
Comnnttee for further study with a progress
vention and that the membership in the Task

that the matter of menber-

1985 be referred back to

report at the next ConForce be increased.

Consistent with these recolTlllE!ndations the Board of Directors
increased the.size of the Task Force from six to nine members.
Th: main emphasis of the Tas~ Force in the past year has been
to continue to examine all possible Association membership eligibility alternatives subsequent to enactment of the 1985 Proposal.
The Task.Force has reviewed its original work as reported to the
1978 ~ot,~g Body and has sought additional input through the district
organ, zat1 ons.
The Task Force 1 s Chairperson met with the district representat1 ves. at ~he March 25. 19?9 ~dvi sory Council meeting. At that time,
the d1str1ct nurses assoc1at1ons agreed to assist in providing
11 grass roots" input into the Task Force's deliberations.
A guide
w~s d~veloped i~ order to facilitate the ONA input.· This fonn was
d1str1buted ~urrng the Sumner with plans to compile and analyze the
·re~pons~s pr1~r to the 1979 ~onvention. The guide requested district d1scuss1on and conclus1ons on these eigh~ membership options:
.

Option l: All individuals holding licensure. as a Nurse af-.:er
December 31, 1984. shall be eligible for membership.
{This would provide for organizational ~randfathering of RNs licensed prior to 1985.)
Comment:

In essence, this recorrrnendation would continue .:he
eligibility of all currently licensed registered
professional ·nurses and all individuals licensed
to.practice professional nursing in the future.
This was the option chosen by the Task Force and
presented to the 1978 Voting Body in its recornnendation that:
Subsequent to enactment of the Associatian 1 s 1985
Proposal the eligibility requirement for membership in the New York State Nurses Association be
1icensure or authorization to practice as a 11Nurse.a•

Option 2:.

. •l

7/12/79

Al 1 individuals holding licensure as a Nurse after
December 31, 1984, shall be eligible for membership
and all individuals holding licensure as an Associate
Nurse after December 31, 1984, shall be eligible for
a~soc~ate membership. {This would provide for orga.nuat10nal grandfathering of RNs and LPNs licensed
priorto 1985.)
·
-63-

Cotrnmt:

In essence this option would provide for two types of
membership: regular and associate. All currently
licensed RNs and those individuals licensed as Nurses
in the future would be eligible for regular membership. All current LPNs and those licensed as Associate
Nurses in the future would be eligible for associate
membership.

associate membership until January 1, 1990. (This
would provide for grandfathering of RNs and LPNs
licensed prior to 1985. It provides a five-year
perfod for members and associates to plan for and
establish a membership organization for Associate
•
Nurses.)
Comment:

This option would provide for two types of membership - regular and associate for a fiva-yearpe'Z"iod.
All" currently licensed RNs and those licensed as
Nurses in the future would be eligible for regular
membership. All current LPNs and those individuals
licensed as Associate Nurses in the future would be
eligible for associate membership. This option does
not address associate membership after 1990.

Option 'l:

Grandmastering and above with no grandfather provision--i.e., establish membership levels consistent
with academic credentials including those beyond the
baccalaureate degree.

December 31, 1984, who hold an earned Baccalaureate
Degree in Nursing shall be eligibie for membership.
(This would provide for organizational grandfathering
of those RNs licensed prior to 1985 who hold an earned
Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing.)

Conment:

This option provides for categories of membership
based upon the member 1 s highest earned academic degree
in nursing. This option does not take into consideration the license held.

Conrnent:

This option would provide for membership eligibility
Jnly for nurses who hold an earned Baccalaureate
Degree in Nursing.

Option

Option 5:

All individuals holding licensure as a Nurse after
December 31, 1984, shall be eligible for membership
and all individuals holding licensure as an Associate
Nurse after December 31, 1984, who hold an earned
Associate Degree in Nursing shall be eligible for
associate membership. (This would provide for
organizational grandfathering of all RNs 1icensed
prior to 1985.)

Grandmastering and above with grandfathering of
registered nurses holding only the hospital diploma
and licensed practical nurses--i.e., establish
membership levels consistent with academic credentials including those beyond the baccalaureate degree.

Option 8:

All individuals holding licensure as a Nurse or
Associate Nurse after December 31, 1984, shall be
eligible for membership. (This would provide for
organizational grandfathering of RNs and LPNs
licensed prior to 1985.)

Co111nent:

In essence this option would provide for regular
membership eligibility for all current RNs and LPNs
and all those licensed as Nurses and Associate Nurses
in the future.

· .Option 4:

Co111nent:

Option 6:

All individuals holding licensure as a Nurse after

This option would provide for two types of membership:
regular and associate. All currently licensed RNs and
those licensed as Nurses in the future wil 1 be eligible
for regular membership. -All those licensed in the
future as Associate Nurses who have an earned. associate
degree in nursing would be eligible for associate
membership. Licensed Practical Nurses who are grandfathered as Associate Nurses would not be eligible for
membership.
All individuals holding licensure as
December 31, 1984, shall be eligible
All individuals holding licensure as
Nurse after December 31, 1984, shall

a Nurse after
for membership.
an Associate
be eligible for

8:

Co111T1ent:

This option would provide for categories of men:bership based upon the member 1 s educational preparation.
In addition to categories based upon earned academic
de9rees in nursing there would be categories for
graduates of diploma programs and practical programs.

The final Conventfon report of the Task Force will include comments on these responses.
The Task Force offers no reconmendations for action at this time.
It wil1 continue its deliberations and conmunications with Association
members on this issue throughout the coming year.
.'•Jembe:zo

Elaine E. Beletz
Diane Bennett
Sharon Dittmar
Patricia MacFarlane
Marilyn Morley
Marian M. Pettengill
Dolores Saxton
Joan Sweeney
Karen A. Ballard, Chn.

Area of P.Pacti .::e

Nursing Education (Graduate Edu.)
Nursing Practice
Nursing Education (Graduate Edu.)
. Nursing Administration - new member
Nursing Practice - new member
Continuing Education
Nursing Education {Assoc. Degree)
Nursing Edu. (Assoc. Degree)- new mbr•.
Nursing Practice

,~
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·. Group Voted.~ption I, but el<p~essed concet"n that membership would drop significantly and there may>
be dissension within groups.
·
·
·
·

Comments From Districts on Options
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Option·!:
Dl:

This might seem desirable, but could be political

suicide.

D2:

This option is consistent with the current structure
of the NYSNA.

D3:

Pro - would serve to distinguish one category from
another.
Con - "Separatist"

D4

This option is consistent with the philosophy of the

1985 proposal.

DS

This recommendation is untimely.

D6

The membership of District 6 feels this is the most acceptable
option.

D7

Would continue fragmentation of nursing.

D8

assist, nurses and associate nurse have much in
common, the unions would gain considerably.
D15

It was generally agreed that this option allows
for splintering of the nursing profession as a
whole. What is felt is needed is a stronger voice
in political issues concerning nursing and excluding a great number of nurses would only be
harming ourselves and our profession.

D16

Board agrees on this option.

Option 2:
Dl

What does "associate mernbership mean? It sounds
like :second class citizenship" - this is poor.
Does it mean reduced dues? Voting privileges?
Two categories of membership is a vood idea, but
the terms used for the two categories needs to be
carefully selected. Also, the decision-making
(voting) system needs clarification so that one
group doesn't "control" the other; yet all can
"rally around" causes {and issues) that affect
all nursing. This is probably the best alternative
if well developed. (#6 also good) -

D2

Membership should be limited to RN's

D4

This option presumes that the current LPN
assoc~ation has no valid input into organizing
assoc~ate nurses.

05

No decision·
Rejected!
Would allow unity of all nurses. Each level would
be concerned with own problems and then resolve
under umbrella of total organization •

The Board of Directors feel that many nurses would

be "threatened" by this option and that this option

might negatively influence the passage of the 1985
proposal.
Dl.0

Preserves intent and direction of NYSNA
Consistent with licensure legislative modification.

11

D12

Would still perpetuate two competency organizations.

Dl3

••• concern - restrictive in reference to titles
••• dam.aging in regard to passage of 1985 proposal
••• changes nothing re: membership to NYSNA
••• locking in implications may cause confusion in
regard to support of 1985 proposal
••• should be a clear understanding of implications
before s~pport and passage of the 1985 proposal
••• enhance clear understanding
••• consistent with stipulation in 198S·proposal
••• ANA has not nnamed" different nurse categories
••• categories have been in conflict - problem of
future activities, involvement of associate nurse
category has not been addressed
••• relationships between RN and LPN in New York State
best in the nation

D8

This option would foster collaboration among
nurses and decrease potential of fragmentation
in the association •

Dl0

Divisive, dilutes associations already tenuous
ability to achieve one voice.

012

Best option

This engendered the most discussion, no doubt because

D13

••• associate member not defined re: offices, rights
and privileges restricted.
••• concern as to how associate members would
accept participation
••• allows other than professionals to be members·
as inherent in 1985 proposal
••• defines membership of NYSNA l) nurse 2) associate
nurse

it is tl on the list.
ni favor - must be the "professional" association,
.· .·. assistants in other professions do not belong to

'.their professional organization.
·
would disenfranchise huge numbers of
.:~~~~te nurses, assistants belong with those they

.. ,Against -

,.,",·t~ir;V::~ti?;~t:,i,:ik:,. .

06

D7
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•• ;.frustrating for members to have restricted
membership (associate membership)·
••• against restricted membership to prevent ·another·
organization
••• restricted membership inherent in "professional
organization•
••• others will join another organization
••• difficulty responding to this option without
examples of what associate membership entails
••• include examples from other organizations
D14

Associate membership is a negative kind of
membership. What would be the differences between
regular and associate membership?

DlS

This option, once again, splits the organization.
The differences in membership was not defined.
Questions were raised re: definition of membership
requirements, including dues, and privileges,
i.e., voting rights.

Dl8

What would be the differences in types of member. ship between regular and associate - how would their
roles in the organization differ?

members that this option would allow for the best
unified and functional organization for the profession of nursing.

Dl6

As indicated on p. 1, the overwhelming majority of

the Beard favored option 11 because it would promote• .
a unitary purpose for the professional association.
They felt that heterogeneous membership, as·we
now have, hampers action within the organization.
I believe an organizational framework, which provides £or diversity is advantageous in that it
provides a means through which conflict in regard
to common concerns can be worked out. I eelieve
that exclusion of Associate Nurses will contribute
strongly toward their unionization. Union work
rules regarding practice could, very conceivably,
be a serious impediment to professional practice.
DlB

Dl

This is problematic because the interests and needs
of the 2 licensed careers are different (although

D2

at times the concerns of "nursing,. demand the
attention of both career groups.
D2

Same as option 2

D3

overwhelmingly felt this was option that would
serve to unify the nursing cormnunity; consensus
that unity should be priority concern.

D4

This proposal establishes the credibility of
LPN's and associate nurses setting the criteria
for professional practice.

D5
D6
D7

No decision
Rejected!
.
Toodifficult to obtain.
they have to be members.

D8

The Board felt that a distinction should be made
between nnurse" and 11 associate nurse" in terms of
membership.

No right·to tell others

D1.3

Opposed - general consensus against

DlS

O! all of the options there were to choose from,
it was the consensus of opinion of the board

'.(

We need all the members we can get - let's not
set up two categories.

OJ2tion 4:

Option 3:
Dl

Minority view - one member of D16 B&ard:

I

Elitist!!
Membership should not be based on educational
.preparatd.on.

D3

Very few BSN's in district

D4

This option defeats the grandfather clause provision and divides nursing.

D5
D6
D7

Very untimely
Rejected!
Elitist and would cause further fragmentation

D10

Disenfranchises large p~oportion of practicing
nurses; again, divisive.

D12

Option.out

013

General opposition - may b~ supported by S.A .. I.N.

D14

Strong opposition voiced on this.

015

This option would limit the organization as a whole,
discriminate against other nurses and cause further.
fragmentation of the profession.

Option 7:
Dl

Same as option 2
Same as 12 except "grandfathered"
not included
·

D2

Same as option 4

03

Although not recommended, felt that should this
be important, levels could always be created·in
one organization to speak to the needs identified
m1;1ch as councils and_sJ?ecialty groups currently.
Did not address specifics of option 7 or 8 as
felt it was not an advisable idea although an
acceptable compromise.

D4

Is. divisive - not in the interests of nursing.

DS

No discussion
This would not be acceptable!
Elitist

This proposal defeats grandfather provisions
for associate nurse.
D5
· D6

D7

May·approve.
· Rejected! . .
Again continues and encourages fragmentation.

Dl2

Option out - not ~cceptable.

D13

Opposed

Dl,t:

No support for this at all.

DlS

The exclusion of the LPN's seemed unjustifiable.
to all members of this.board of directors.

D6

07

013

·opposed.
••• similar structure in NLlit has led to conflict
• •• may set us up for potential conflict

015

This option allows for too much splintering.
Membership of multiple levels is not desirable
for building a strong and unified organization.

Option 6:

Dl

See option i2 re: need .to c'larify "associate"
•membership.
Same as optioas 2, 3 and .5
Very confusing. Assumes NYSNA authority over
Associate Nurse Association.

No decision
Rejected!
Allows for time to study problems, establish
good relations and attempt to unite all nurses.
~lternative

Option 8:

Dl

Too complex, ca:n be a divisive factor in the
association.

D2

Same as options 4 and 7

D4
06
07

Is divisive and not in the best interests of
nursing.
This is not acceptable! Not interested.
Elitist

Dl3

Opposed

DlS

As stated above, this option would promote
further splintering within the organization.

of No! No!
.

.

The rationale for the.boards' conclusion is
that of option 2.· It was not favorable to
membership.··

a poor alternative
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prepared nurses that cannot be met. She indicated that the Society does
not foresee cost problems bigger than those that already prevail.

D. Question of the public's confusion and health care facilities'
misutilfzation of nurses that may result from proliferation of career
levels within the profession - Dr. Rogers expressed SAIN's contention
that three levels already exist in the profession, that the proposal
would acknowledge officially that condition, thereby alleviating
confusion. She stated that the Society believes that misutilization
cannot be prevented by specifications set forth in licensure law.

Dr. Rogers was asked when the Society intends to propose the c~ncept to

the Legislature. Dr. Rogers responded that additional study of language

.needed to be undertaken; and that additional dialogue, input and.
ulti•tely, support fro11 the nursing C011U1ityneeded to be secured
before substantive steps toward legislative introduction could be taken.
She noted that a three-year plan is being considered - one year for
study, one year for initial support 110bilization and the third year for

securing passage.

Dr. Rogers thanked the Board for its attention, emphasized that SAIN
shares the Association's long-term goals and expressed hope that the
Board might consider the SAIN proposal a vehicle for achievement of
these goals. President Beletz expressed the Board's appreciation to
Dr. Rogers for presenting the Society's views personally.

Board deliberations following Dr. Rogers' departure included recognition
. of the basic philosophical similarity between SAIN's and the Assoc;at1on's
convictions.about entry into practice. However, the Board reiterated.its
view that accountability to the public would best be served by enactment
of the 1985 Proposal as opposed to the SAIN proposal.
Dr. Rogers would be infonned by letter of the Board's belief that this
exchange between the two organizations was helpful, of the Board's
willingness to review SAIN's draft of proposed legislation when it is
drawn, and that the NYSNA membership and Board of Directors remain
conmitted to the principle and passage of the 1985 Proposal.

XXIII. TASK FORCE ON ORGANIZATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE 1985 PROPOSAL
On behalf of the Board, Dr. Beletz welcomed Karen A. Ballard, Chairman,

NYSNA Task Force on Organizational Implications of the 1985 Proposal.

Ms. Ballard expressed the Task Force's appreciation for the opportunity
to be represented at the meeting.

Ms. Ballard called the Board's attention to the Task Force's distributed
Board report, which presents.the group's Final Report. Ms. Ballard read
the Task Force's reconmendations that the Board endorse: (1) reaffinnation of the original report of 1978 that, subsequent to enactment of the
Associat1on;s 1985 Proposal, the eligibility requirement for membership
in the New York State Nurses Association be licensure or authorization
to practice as a "Nursel'; and (2) presentation of the Report to the
1980 NYSNA Convention for a vote.
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Ms. Ballard indicated that the minority statement appended to the original
final report reflects the current view of one member of the Task Force.
Ms. Ballard reviewed for the Board the five-year history ~f the SubConmittee to Study the Organizational Implications of th: 1985 Proposal,
enlarged in 1977 to a Task Force: the eight membershi~ options it
fonnu1ated for analysis and results of survey of the d1stricts for
preferences among these; and the issues related to applicable law and
Association membership, p•1rpose and function that the group studied.
Hs. Ballard stated on behalf of the Task Force members that the group
believes its charge has been completed and that none of tne members
would be willing to serve again if the group were reinstated because
of their unalterable view that no conclusion other than that presented
in the Final Report.could be reached.
Board cornnents included concurrence with the view that consistency of
requirements for membership in the prof~ssional org!nizat~on and
requirements for licensure as a profess1onal nurse 1s desirable and

necessary.

Following brief discussion,

ACTION Paul Hageman moved that the Board of Directors endorse the !ask
Force on Organizational Implications of the 1985 Proposal F1nal
Report for presentation to the 1980 voting body. Seconded.
Carried unanimously.
The President pointed out that the Task Force would continue in effect
until Ms. Ballard has presented its Report to the voting body.
On behalf of the Board, Dr. Be1etz conmended the Task Force for its
painstaking and astute analysis of the issues and options posea by the
Proposal.
Ms· Ballard acknowledged with appreciation the assistance Dr. Welch,
or: Fielding and other staff gave to the Task Force duri~g its deliberations. She extended the Task Force's willingness to assist the Board
in interpreting the Report in any way that may become necessary.

XXIV. PENSION PLAN/BENEFITS FUND TRUSTEE APPOINTMENTS
The Executive Director informed the Board that two Association !rtlstees
on the Pension Plan and Benefits Fund have resigned. She explained
that the Boards of the two plans are comprised of a combination of
Association and Employer representatives.
ACTION Paul Hageman moved that the Board of Directors request that
Ruth Korn serve as a Trustee for the Association on the Boards
of both the Pension Plan and the Benefits Fund. Seconded. Carried
unanimously.
ACTION Sister Patricia Ann Bailey moved that the Board of Directors
request that Diane Tracey serve as a Trustee for the Assocfation
on the Board of the Benefits Fund. Seconded. Carried
unanimously.
-16-

FINAL llEPOll'l'
I. BACKGROUND
For a review of the original work of thl1 Taak Force, the 1978 Report is reprinted
beginning on page 33. It dlscuuo1:
A. The original eight memberahlp optlona.
B. Five critical lsauca:
I. Organizational grandfathering of lndlvldu11l1 licensed as RNa prior to
198S;
2. Multiple membership levels baaed on academic credenthlla;
3. Membership comprlaod of both Nuraca 11nd A11ocl11tc Nurm;
4. Organizational grandfathering of lndlvhluula llconaod 111 LJ>Na prior to
198S;
S. The relationship of tho Auoclalion'a functlon(s), purposes and member,
ship ellglblllty requlroment1.
C. Potential legal compllc11tlo111.
A minority statement waa Included In the 1978 Report.
Tho membership of tho Tuk Force has both Increased and changed over the
last two year,. All new membor1 have been provided with orientation regard•
Ing the earlier work of tho Ta1k Force, Tho members of the Task Force
represent nuf!ing service, nur1lng administration and nursing education
(associate degree, ba1:calaureat11 degree and continuing education).

II. CENTRAL ISSUE - MEMBERSHIP
In the course of Ila dollberaliona through 1979 (lhree moetlnga) and 1980 (two
meetings), the Task Force continued to recosnize lhal poat• 198S aligiblllly re•
qufrements for N'VSNA membership 11 tho central luue.
A. District Survey
In an attampt to further clarify tho luuo, the T111k Force chalrporaon met
with tho Advisory Council on April 25, 1979 In ordor to obtain the cooper11•
lion of tho di1trict1 in a survey requ11llng their preferoncaa for and opinions
about the eight option, ldontlnod by tho Task Force In its orlgjnal report.
A guide w11 developed In order to facUltalo Iha orpnlzatlun of tho dlatrlcl
nurso1 11soclalion1' lnp1Jt, Thi• rorm Wlll dlmlbuted during tho summer of
1979 and an early analyal1 of Ila Rndlnp waa reported lo the October, 1979
NYSNA Convonlion.
The Task Force membora cuofully rovlowod tho results or the 1urvoy as
summarized on page 32.
B. Issues Rolatod to Membership
Tho Task Force mombon dlscusaed many lssuos rol111ed to mombcrahlp In 1hls
organization, They Included:
I, The serious lmpllc111ion1 of continuing us II profosalonal association versus
thoSt' of becoming an umbrella association;
2. Th6 1,;, n llnulng leglslallve process regarding passage of the 198S Proposal:
3. The m.:mbershlp lmpllcatlon1 of tho ANA Credentlallng Study: and
4. The proposed alternative structures for roorganliatlon of ANA with Im•
pllc111lons for membership.

C. Analysis of Documents and Reports.
In the course of lts deliberations over the past three years, the Task Force hils
reviewed data regarding the number and educational characteristics of
licensed nurses, distribution of the various types of nursing education pro•
grams in New York State, projections of future numbers of licensed nurses
and literature regarding professional and occupational organizations.
In addition, lhe Task Force has examined papers from the Workshop on Basic
Components of AD and BS Nursing Curriculums for 1985 (The Gideon
Putnam Workshop); the Report of the Task Force on LPN to AN Transition;
The Report of lhe Task Force on Behavioral Outcomes of Nursing Education
Programs; the Final Report of the Task Force on Professional Practice Needs
of RNs; statistics regarding employment of nurses; and membership categories
provided in other state professional societies. The Report of the Committee
for the Study of Credentialing In Nursing as presented in the April, 1979
Americ1111 Journal of Nursing was also examined.
Ill. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Task Force concluded that it was most important to take a position in the
Interest of productive and vlilble Association functioning in the future and that it
was prepared to do so now. It was noted that in its 1978 report the Task Force
stated:
", • .it is now essential to reaffirm that membership eligibility requirements
must be consistent with the Association's founding and continuing purposes
- to provide a structure 1hrough which those admitted to professional prac•
lice may work collectively 10 achieve optimum nursing and health services
11nd to advance the professlonalizatlon of nursing."
This Tusk Force reached the same conclusion and voted to reaffirm its original
report. Therefore,

RECOhlMENDA TION: Reaffirmation of the original report that subsequent to
e11actment of the Association '.1 J985 Proposal tl,e eligi•
billty requirement for membership in the New York
State Nurses Association be licensure or au1horizatio11 to
practice 111 a "Nurse. "

The Task Force members voted unanimously to recommend thilt this report be
referred to the 1980 NYSNA Convention for a vote.
The Task Force wishes to en press Its appreciation to the Board ror the oppor•
tunlty 10 participate in 11nalysls and resolution of this issue. The members of the Task
Force feel that its charge has been completed. The Task Force members respectfully
extend th1.1lr wUllngness to assist in Interpretation of this report in any way deemed
appropriate.
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M1mbtn
Karen A, Ball1rd1 Chairman

1978 REPORT
of the
TASK FORCE ON
ORGANIZATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
OF THE 1985 PROPOSAL

ArN of Proctlc,
Nuraln1 Service
Nurtlna Service
Nuralna tiducallon (AHoc:late Degree)
Nural"I Admlnlatratlon
Nurslna Ed11c1llon (Baccalaureate Degree)
NNursJ1ns SeF.drvlce
.
ura na • ucatlon (A11oclate Degree)
·•
Nuraln1 Educallon (Auoclate Degree)

Diani Benneu
Ellen Burn,

Kathryn Collln1
Sharon Dittmar
arllyn Morley
Dolore1 Saiccon
01n Sweeney

•

CIIARGE: To make rtcominendatio111 concerning eligibility requirement, for membership In the New York Slate Nune, Auoclatlon mb,equent to enactment of the
Auociatlon '1 1985 Proposal.
RECOMMENDATION: That 1ub1equent to enactment of the Auociatlon:, 1985 Proposal
the eligibl/il)> requirement for membenhip in the New York State Nunei Association be licensure or authorization to practice tU a "Nur,e. "
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f.

DISTRICT PREFERENCES FOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED
IN 1978 TASK FORCE REPORT

Dist,
No,

1

1
2
3
4
6
8

2

3

X

)(

7

8

X

X

X

)(

n

The ~ask Force met on February 3 and 28 and May 2, 1978. An interim report was
submitted to the Board at its March 6-7 meeting.

X

)(

8
9
10

Option

)(

)(

7

Foll~wing ap~roval of the 1985 Resolution by the NYSNA Voting Body, the Board
o_f D1recto~, 1~ October, 1975, established a Sub-Committee to Study the Organizational lmphcat1ons of the Proposal. The Sub-Committee held four meetings in 1976
and submitted two interim reports in 1976. Because of the status of the legislative
effort to enact the Proposal al that time, the Board directed that the work of the
Sub-Co~mi!tee be continued. Subsequent to 1977 NYSNA Voting Body discussion
of lhe 1mphcations of the 1985 Proposal for membership requirements the Board
enlarged the Sub-Committee to a Task Force and requested submission of~ report by
May, 1978.

No

Option No.
4
I
8

II. CENTRAL ISSUE - POST-198S EUGIBILITY
REQUIREMENTS FOR NYSNA MEMBERSHIP

In the cou 7se of its deliberat!ons the Task Force reviewed re~rts of the original
~ub-Comm1ttee, ~at~ _re_gardmg the number and educational characteristics of
licensed nurses, d1stn~ut~on of the various types cf nursing education programs in
New Y~rk State, pr0Ject1ons of future numbers of licensed nurses and literature re
professional and occupational organizations.

X

12
13
14
16
18
17
18

)(

X

X
X

)(

BACKGROUND

A.

)(

T~e T?s.k. ~orce id~ntified eight options regarding post-1985 NYSNA member•
ship eligib1hty requtrements:

X

Total

7

4

3

Options Identified

0

0

1

0

0

3

I.

JOURI\IAI

All lndlvtdu1II holding lfcen1ure 111 Nurse after December 31, 1984 shall be
eligible for membenhip and all Individuals holding llcensure as an Associate
Nurse after December 31 1 1984 shall be eligible for auociate membership.
(Thia would provide for organizational grandfathering of RNs and LPNs
licensed prior to 1985.)
3.

All lndiY!duala holding licen1ure as a Nurse or Associate Nurse after
December ll, 1984 shall be eligible for membership. (This would provide
for orpnlzalional grandfathering of RNs and lPNs licensed prior to 198S,)

4.

All lnclivlduall ~aiding llccnsure a11 a Nune after December 31, 1984 who
hold an earned Baccalaureate Degree In Nursing shall be ellglbl~ for member•
1hlp. (Thia would provide for organizational grandfathering of those RNs
llconaed prior to 198S who hold an earned Baccalaureate Degree in
Nuntna,)

5.

AU indMdual1 holding llcensure II a Nurse .. rte. December 31, 1984 shall be
ollalble for mcmberlh.lp and all Individuals l1olt!ing llcensure as an Associate
Nune al'ler December 31, 1984 who hold an earned Associate Degree in
Nur1lna lhall be eligible for associate membership, (This would provide for
oraanlzatlonal erandfatherina of all RNs licensed prior to 198S,)

6,

All indlvldual1 holdlna licenauro u • Nurse after December 31, 1984 shaU be
ollslble for membership. All Individuals holding llcensure as an Associate
Numi arter December 3J , 1984 shall be eligible for associate membership
until January I. 1990. (11us would p1ovlde for grandfathering of RNs and
LPN• Ucenaed prior to 1985. II provides a f1'1!e-year period for members and
uaociatea to plan for and e11abll1h a membership organization for Associate
Nurm.)

A!I _in~viduals holding licensure as a Nurse after December 31, 1984 shall be
ehg1bile for membership. (This would provide for organizational grandfathering of RNs licensed prior to 1985).

M V .....

3. Membership comprised of both Nurses a11d Auociate Nurses - The majority

of Task Force members took the position that this would (a) be at variance
with one of the original purposes of the Association (to secure recognition
of nursing as a profession), (b) compromise the Association's ability to
establish professional standards and (c) reduce the Association's credibility
as the official representative of professional nursing. In addition, it was
noted that Nurses prepared at baccalaureate or higher degree levels would
feel disenfranchised. Further, it was noted that membership in a single
organization would militate against recognition and representation of both
Nurses' and Associate Nurses' distinctive contributions and needs and, there•
fore, a separate membershlp organization for each group would be more
desirable. In addition, it seems likely that as the n•Jmber of Associate Nurses
licensed after 198S grows and, as a group, develops a clear sense of identity,
they will desire and seek to esfablish a separate organiz.ition.
Conversely, it was recognized that a single organization which united the
technical and professional levels of nursing might have topical "political"
appeal because it would not exclude future associate degree graduates.
Associate membership status (versus full membership) with specified rights
and privileges would provide a forum for dialogue and collaborative action
and simultaneously reserve decision making on policy issues to the profes•
sional level. Again, it was noted that associate membership status with
limited privileges might be negatively perceived by those to whom it was
extended. -Alternative mechanisms for providing a forum for dialogue and
collaborative action were identified - i.e., liaison committees, coordinating
councils, advisory groups.

4.

Organizational grandfathering of Individual$ licen1ed as LPNs prior to 1985
- Toe majority of Task Force members took the position that if memberlihip is open to any Associate Nurses after 1985 it must be open to all those
who hold the license. It was noted that this group would include individuals
now holding membership In Ucenscd Practical Nurses of New York, Inc. as
well as other organizations representing licensed practical nurses.

s.

The relationship of the Association '.f function($), purposes and membership
eligibility requirements - The Task Force agreed that the resolution of the
issue of membership eligibility is dependent upon clear and specific enuncia•
lion of the functlon(s) and purposes of the organization. Distinctions between professional and occupational organizations were noted.

7, Grandmuterlng and above with no grandf•ther provision - I.e., establish
momborahlp levels conalltent with academic credentials Including those
beyond tho baccalaureate degree.
8. Grandmuterina and above with grandfatJ1ering of reglatered nurses holding
only tho ho1pllll diploma and licensed practical nurtos - I.e., establish mem•
be,lhip lovela con1l1tent with academic credentials including those beyond

the b1ccalaurcatc degree,

B. Artll)lu, of Opt1on1
Dtacuulon of tho relative merlla of each opt!un focused essentially around five

l11uea:

1, O,,.nl1atlonal r,and/alhlrln1 of Individual, llctnstd at RN.t prior to 1985 Jt was agreed that thla would be con1l1tent with the 198S Proposal as well as
wtth the Aaoclalion •a put and present purposo1 and functions.
2, Mu/tlp/1 mtmbtnhip 1,v,11 btutd on ,cademfc crtdtntlaf1 - It was agreed
that thl1 would be cumberaomo and unwieldy ,nd would Inhibit organ.lza·
donaJ efficiency and effocUvcness.
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C. Potential Lttal /mpllcat/ons
,,

The Task Force requested consultation from Association legal counsel regarding
whether any identUled option would be prohibited by applJc11Lle not-for-profit
corporation and/or labor law. In essence, no legal constraints were identified
provided that any of the options were implemented In a lawful manner and that
any appropriate revision of existing By-laws ,nd Articles of Incorporation were
propcdy executed.

Iii. PROVISION OF NVSNA SERVICES TO NON-MEMBERS
rhe Task Force also distussed the Issue of whether various NYSNA services - lnclud,
ng representation for collective bargaining purposes - might be extended to non,
~embers. II was noted that, historically, as a maller of rolicy the Association has
e ecled to offer representational services to members only despite the fact that in
ctr~aJn ~tuatlons, appllcable labor law permits representation of non-member; as
we IS individuals other than registered professional nurses. Since this Issue is
sethparate from that of membership requirements the Task Force deemed It beyond
e scope of Its Immediate responsibility.

The Task Force wishes to express Its appreciation to the Board for the opportunity
to participate in analysis and resolution of this Issue. Rer.>gnlzlng that the Board_ wlll
undoubtedly wish to encourage and facilitate full and comprehensive discussion or
action taken on this matter, the Task Force respectfully extends•1ts wllllngnell to
assist in Interpretation of this Report In any way deemed appropriate.
•
Karen A, Ballard, Chalnnan
Task Force Members
Elaine E. Belelz
Marian M. Pettengill
Diane Bennett
Dolores F. Saxton
Sharon S. Dittmar

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

J918MINORITY REPORT
In its October JI, 1976, report to the Board of Directors, the original Sub, ! It Is with a sense of regret that I find myself adding this minority report to the Report of
Committee to Study the Organizational Implications of the 198S Proposal stated:
I the Task Force on Organizational Implications of the 198S Proposal. However, being In
total disagreement with the Committee's recommendation, I felt strongly that I could not
Clariflcation, sta~dardization and elevation of the system of nursing education
permit publication of the Report without making my feelings a matter of public record.
has been the maJor focus of professional activity since the early J900's. The
1985 Proposal, which_ would establish the baccalaureate degree as the entry
My disagreement Is based upon the fact that the Task Force recommendation cuts off
requirement t~ professional practice, is the culmination of these efforts. There,
from membership, by NYSNA's own estimates, 50 percent of the individuals who will
fore, _It is ag~m incumbent upon the professional association to establish mem,
become eligible for licensure to practice nursing after 1985.
~ership requirements consistent with preparation of practitioners of the profes,
s1on.
Let me state at this lime that in regard to tl1e 1985 Proposal, I philosophically agree that
there should be two distinct levels of nursing practitioners licensed to practice ln the
As educational requirements for entry into professi~nal practice are elevated and
profession of nursing. I further agree that the baccalaureate degree should be required for
requirements for membership in the professional organization are changed unentrance into the "professional" level and the associate degree should be required for
doub_tedly questlons will arise as to whether the New York State Nurses Ass~ia•
entry into the "associate or technical" level.
!ion 1s truly ~presentative of the professional nursing community. Similar ques•
lions were raised upon the Association's founding and in conjunction with each
The basic question that must be faced is whether or not the AN~ and its constitu~nl
succeeding phase of ~urs!ng's professionalization effort. It must be recognized
nurses associations, such as the New York State Nurses Association, have as a maJor
that the new association m 1901 adopted distinct membership qualifications to
concern the profession of nursing or the professional nurse. According to the ANA
ensure a_ commilmen_t to certain standards and a degree of homogeneity of
Bylaws Article I, Section 2, the purposes of the ANA should be to:
purpose m the collective effort to improve the status of nursing.
J) work for the improvement of health standards and the availability of health care
'.fhls Task Fo~ce concurs with these comments. Further, the Task Force concludes ii
services for all people, and
Is now e~ent1al to rea~fii:r" 1lhat me'!lbership eligibility requirements must be con•
slstent with the Association s founding and continuing purposes - to provide a
2) foster high standards of nursing and
s~ruclure thr?ugh w~ch those ~dmitted to professional practice may work collec•
hvely. to _achieve o~hmum nursmg and health services and to advance the profes•
3) stimulate and promote the professional development of nurses and advance their
sionahzat1on of nursing.
economic and general welfare.
Therefore
If we accept these purposes, how can we cut off 50% of the practitioners'! Are we really
serving the profession in helping to establish standards by failing to provide a forum for
RECOMMENDATION: 'lhtzt subsequent to enactment of the Association '.r ]985 '
discussion between the professional and associate levels? Hasn't the failure to have a real ;-.;.,;','f(;.i,,,.,,.,:,,.1:rc,.,.·,,,,,
Proposal the eligibility requirement for membership in the New York State
forum between the current registered nurses and practical nurses had a neg~tive effect
Nurses Association be licensure or authorization to practice as a "Nurse. "
upon the delivery of nursing care today? Perhaps the leaders of both organizations do
meet, but how much filters down to the rank. and file members of either organization? Do
(O~e member d~ssents from this recommendation and has filed a minority report
we really know or care what the other groups are doing?
which follows this report.)
·
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l disagree with

the members or the Task Force who believe that having both Nurses and
Associate Nurses as members would:
a) Compromise nursing as a profession, for it is not the membership of an organization
that detracts or adds to professional status but the behavior of its members;
b) Compromise the Association's abilities to establish professional standards, for it
seems to me that by working together we can establish higher standards for both
levels of practitioners; or .
c) Reduce the Association's credibility as the official representative of pr~fessional
nursing, as it seems to me that by representing the profession of nursing it
strengthens its role as the representative of professional nursing.

I find it hard to believe that Nurses al the baccalaureate or higher degree levels would be
disenfranchised by having both groups in the organization, for after all it will take many
years to live out grandfathering and have a totally baccalaureate-prepared membership.
I again disagree that a single organization would interfere with recognition of the distinct
contributions of both groups. It is nol membership in an organization that causes role
confusion put the vagueness of objectives of programs preparint, the practitioners and the
interchanging of the roles in the job situation that causes the misunderstanding.
I think it is likely that as the numbers of Associate Nurses licensed after 1985 grows, they
may indeed as a group decide to establish a separate organization, but is this a valid
reason to deny them membership in this initial period?
The Association's legal counsel felt there were no legal constraints for any of the options
provided existing bylaws and articles of incorporation were revised. We have all experienced an atmosphere of distrust and poor communication with little compromise or
understanding over the last three or four years. ls it not time to heal wounds and work
together to foster improved standards of care? We can all agree that nursing has many
enemies from without. Can we afford to split the groups from within? I call upon the
members at the Convention to carefully reconsider all options, for we will all have to live
with the ramifications of our actions for many years to come.
Dolores Saxton

GUILDER

NYSNA SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

1. 11ie Scope of Nursing Practice: Selected Demon111r1tion1 outlines the "evolvin1" role or
nursing practitioners as they sec it, in their own words. Covers 9 •Pl!,cialty uw in dlwet1e
practice settings. Available for $4 .SO
2. Institutional Ucensure . . •A Profe1rional Identity Crlli, features the views of leadl.n1 ad,ocates and opponenll (Hershey, Egelston, Simms and Welch) of thit m01t conf111lns propoaal In
health care today. Available ror S2.SO
J. 11ie Nune Practice Act is that section of the New York State Education Lllw sovemlng Ulil:
practice of nursing in the state. Included la the 1972 Definition or Nuraln1 Practice which
legitimiu:d professional nursing and aerve1 u a model for the revision of nuning definitions In
other states. Available for SI.SO
4. Priorities in the Preparation for Practice Is NYSNA'a 1972 Position Statement on Nuraln1
Education. It reflects the increased raponslbWty of nuraing education propan11 to prepare
competent, qu,l)ified, profeuional practitioners of nursing fully able to implement the 1972
Definition of Nursing Practice. Ava.l1able for $2.SO
S. New Position De1cription1 In Nurdn1 Is a reprint of position descrlptJona prepared b)'
NYSNA 's Council on Nursing Practice and approved by the Auoc:lation '• Doud of Directors to
usure the professional practice outlined in the 1972 Definition of Nuralns Practice. Available
for SI.SO
6. Enrry Into Professional Practice: The Arden Ham Conference Jonuary 29-31, 191$ in•
eludes the proceedings of the first worluhop hdd to dlscu11 the impUcationa of the "Rcaolutlon
on Entry Into Professionlll Practice." Available for S2.00
'l. l:.'ntry Into Proff!1sional Practice PMI II: The Hyatl Hou,e Conferenc, M11,v 29•3I, /91$
contains the proceedings of the workshop held to dilCUII implementation or the "Reaolutlon on
Entry Into Professional Piaclicc." Available for $2.00

8. Report of the Task Fore, to Study the Nur1in1 Home Sltulltlon includes the ftndinp and
recommendations compiled by the Tuk Force. Available for $2.00

9. .Annotated Bibliofl'Jlphy - /98.S Propo111I b divided into three aecdo111 - hittorical reporu,
origin and development, and recent developmentl. In addition to providl.n1 reference 10u1cea,
the bibliography can be read u a history of the PropOlal. Available tor SI.SO
JO. Annototed Stal/lng Blbllo,raphy b a non-inclulive bibliography on Slaffin1 Motbodolol)'
relative to Patient Oudfic,tion, prepared by the NYSNA Tuk Force to Study s1arnn1
Methodology. Available for S2.SO

I/. '79 Workshop - Basic Compontmt1 of '8.5 AD d BS Nur,int Curriculun11 b complole
proceedings of Gideon Putnam Workshop including main 1pecchct., group reporu, annotated
bibliography, and "Task Force Report on Behavioral Outcomca of Nunln& Education Pro-

grams".
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Yes

No

Abstain

Alabama

1

9

0

Alaska

2

2

Arizona

0
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Arkansas

No

Abstain

Montana

1

4

0

0

Nebraska

4

0

0

5

1

Nevada

4

0

0

0

5

0

New Hampshire

0

4

0

28

24

0

New .Jersey

9

8

0

Colorado

4

3

0

New Mexico

4

1

0
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Connecticut

0

7

.0

New York

0

63

0
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Delaware

5

0

0

North Carolina

0

10

0

Dist. of Columbia

4

3

0

North Dakota

5

0

0 -

Florida

16

0

0

Ohio

21

0

0

Georgia

7

2

0

Oklahoma

1

5

0

Guam

2

0

0

Oregon

13

0

1

Hawaii

6

0

0

Pennsylvania

4

23

0

Idaho

4

0

0

Rhode Island

2

2

0

Illinois

22

0

0

South Carolina

6

0

0

Indiana

0

8

0

South Dakota

3

1

0

Iowa

7

0

0

Tennessee

6

2

0

Kansas

7

0

0

Texas

1

12

0

Kentucky

8

0

0

Utah

4

0

0

Louisiana

7·

0

0

Vermont

4

0

0

Maine

5

0

0

Virgin Islands

3

0

0

Maryland

10

1

·O

Virginia

0

8

0

Massachusetts

26

7

0

Washington

18

6

0

Michigan

14

5

1

West Virginia

6

0

0

Minnesota

27

0

1

Wisconsin
--

8

0

0

Mississippi

5

2

0
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0

4

0

Missouri

8

2

0
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8

5
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EXECUTIVE OIRECTOR

. May 2?, 1986

California

of Long Island, District 14, N!SNA has reviewed and discussed the
survey materials related to future membership in the association

and offers the following response for·consideration by the New
York State Nurses Association Board of Directors.

(

State

Yes

HEAOOUARTERS ()FFJCE • ROOM 1707

In the spirit of' promoting the highest level of collaboration and
cooperation in nursing, the District 14 Board is in consensus that
the American Nurses• Association represent registered and associate
nurses and have special interest groups for different categories
of' members. The Board feels that the Association must maintain the
power of the numbers in the membership.
In addition to the above statement, the Board questioned the inclusion
of' nurse practitioners in definitions of profession and occupation on
page 2 of the introductory information. The other examples offered for
each of the definitions are academic categories whereby nurse practitioners
seems to be out of place.

We offer these comments after careful study and deliberations. Please
do not hesitate to contact the Di.strict Office if a:rr:r further information
is needed.

·

A.
(uj_,,_
Sincerely,

f/dtz~
,
,,

.,..-1

,,c_,

Sheila Gettelson, EdD, RN
-·
President
SG:thk

l.

MJ.Q/lm

11/14/86

ALL MEMBERS ARE REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL NURSES

Total Delegates
Delegates Present

615
609

Affirmative
Negative

360
243

Abstention

6

- 47 -

A'lTACBMENT //2

stat:eaent
lliuiaa and strategic Plan ~or the
a.er1can Barses • Aaaoc:iatiaa
1
2

3

54

6

Within the 00ntext of the statements of PUr,POSe and function in the bylaws
of the American Nurses' Association and Lorig-Range Goals for the Nursing
Profession, it is proposed that the statement of organizational mission
for
the profession
American Nurses'
Association in ach.1.eving 15-year goals for the
nursing
be:

7
8
109

'lb improve nursing services and access to those services and to
promote, advance, and protect the interest of nursing thereby
.increasing the overall quality of health care by providing:

12
13

11

leadership and representation for the profession in both national
and international affairs;

14
15
16
17

information, research, and resources relevant to the development
advancement of nursing practic~, nursin~ education, nursing
services,
of nurses; nursing research, and economic and general welfare
and

18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

•

for a coordinated system of credentialing for the nursing
profession.

1'o m::>ve from mission
and a strategic plan.

to action requires the..development of strategic goals
The ~trategic (3-5-year) goals for-the American
Nurses• Association are derived from the Long-Range (15-year) Goals for
the Nursing Profession. The plan proposes qrganizational strategies which
ANA will pursue in order to make its unique contribution to the
acc:omplishment of the long-range g<Jc.!ls.
'!he Strategic Plan for the American Nurses~ Association translates and
clarifies the organizational mission into ajor policy directives. The
plan provides a basis for the development of.specific program activities by
the ANA Board of Directors during its annual -planning and budgeting
proeess. The Strategic Plan will be reviewed by the house on an annual
basis and will take the place of association priorities.

